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Appendix A :  Example of critical appraisal of literature using Aveyard’s framework, followed by a picture demonstrating the 

organisation of literature into themes.    
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Appendix B:  Participant Permission to Contact Form and Consultee Permission to 

Contact Form  
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Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

Participant Permission to Contact Form  
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You must only sign this form if you are happy to be 

contacted by the researcher.   

 

 

I am happy for the researcher to contact me about the Health 

Checks and After Health Checks Study  

                       

  My name is  

     _______________________________ 

   

 

Signed (or mark) by you   

 

     _________________________________ 

 

 

Today’s date is         __________________________________ 
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*Please note that if participant is unable to sign their name, this 

should be witnessed. 

Name of witness  

(PRINT NAME)           _______________________________ 

 

 

 

Signed by witness      ________________________________ 

 

Date                           ________________________________ 
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Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

 

Consultee Permission to Contact Form 
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You are personally being contacted because it is felt that [                                                    ]  
may not be able to consent to take part in this research study.   

 

Please only sign if you are happy for your contact details to be passed on to the researcher.   

 

 

 

I am happy for my contact details to be passed on to the researcher and for the researcher 

to contact me regarding the Health Checks and After Health Checks Study.   

 

 

Name ______________________________________________ 

 

 

Signature_____________________________________________  

 

 

Date __________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C:  Participant Information Booklet  

 

 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

Participant Information Booklet 
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There is a sheet for helpers included in this pack.   

This will help them to understand how to help you.   
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Hello.  My name is Dawn.  I am the researcher. 

 

  This is what I look like.   

 

 

 

Why am I doing this research? 

I want to know what health checks are like for people 

with learning disabilities and what happens to their 

health after their health check.  

 

 

 

 

V4, 30/04/2018 
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What is a health check? 

 

                                

 

A health check is when a doctor or a nurse checks if you are 

healthy.   

You do not have to be poorly to get a health check.  

It is a good idea to have a health check every year.  You 

could have a health problem that you do not know about. 
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More about health checks 

At the end of the health check the doctor or nurse will talk to 

you about your health.  

If there are concerns about your health you might need to do 

something, like: 

take some medicine every day         

 

 eat healthy food 

 

or see other people that can help you. 

Example: hospital 

nurses  
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                                            Can I take part in this study? 

        

You can take part in this study if you: 

 

• Have a learning disability 

 

• Are aged 18 or over  

 

• Are about to have a 

health check 
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What will I do if I take part? 

 

We would meet 4 times in total.   I would discuss with you 

where it would be best for us to meet. 
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What would happen at each meeting?  

 

Initial meeting  

First, we would talk about the 

study and I would answer any 

questions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This talk would not be tape 

recorded. 
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The Interviews 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would then meet 3 more 

times.   

 

You would be interviewed.   

 

 

What you say would be tape 

recorded.   

 

 

An interview is a sort of 

conversation between two 

people.  It is just that I would 

probably ask most of the 

questions and you would 

probably do most of the talking. 
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Interview 1  

 

 

 

 

Consent form  

 

 

 

  

 

 

We would meet as soon as possible 

after your health check.   

 

What you say would be tape 

recorded.   

 

You would need to sign a special 

form before being interviewed.   

This form is a way for me to make 

sure that you don’t mind taking part 

in this study.   It is called a consent 

form.  

 

I would ask you about 

• what it is like to have a health 

check.  

 

• what your doctor has  

        said needs to happen    

        for you to stay healthy after 

        the health check. 
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This interview should last no more 

than 2 hours.  This could be split 

over 2 meetings. 
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Interview 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would then meet again 6 months 

later. 

 

What you say would be tape 

recorded 

 

You would be asked to sign the 

consent form again.  

  

• I would ask you how your 

health has been since the 

health check. 

 

• I would ask about how you are 

getting on with looking after 

your health. 

 

• I would ask you how any health 

matters are being dealt with 

since your health check.   
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This interview should last no more 

than 1 hour 
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Interview 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would meet for one last time 5 

months later. 

This should be near the time of your 

next health check. 

 

What you say would be tape 

recorded. 

 

 

You would be asked to sign the 

consent form again.   

 

I would ask you how your health has 

been. 

• I would talk to you about how 

you are getting on with looking 

after your health.  

• I would talk to you about 

preparing for your next health 

check.   
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This interview should last no more 

than 1 hour. 
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Can I take someone in the interview with me? 

 

You can have a friend, family member or support 

worker in the interview with you.   

But they won’t be able to interrupt the interview 

unless you are upset.   
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          What if I don’t want to answer a question? 

You don’t have to answer a question.   

 

 

 

 

        What if I need a break? 

If you need a break please tell me.  We will then 

stop talking and you can have a break.  

 We can carry on with the interview another day if 

you like. 
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                         What happens after we have talked? 

      I will check to see that you are okay.   

      I will answer any questions you have.   

    

Will what I say be kept private?  

 

What you say at interview will be private  

but if I think you, or someone else, is not safe I will 

have to tell other people. 
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Will I need to do anything else? 

You may like to keep a diary of your health.  

I can show you how to do this. 

A family member, friend or support worker 

can also help you with this.    

 

 

Will I hear from you between interviews?  

I will telephone to make plans for our next 

meeting.   
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Do I have to take part? 

No.  You do not have to take part in this study. 

This is your choice.  You have up to 1 week to decide.   

Taking part, or not, will not change any support that 

you get.   
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If I say yes, can I change my mind? 

 

Yes.  You can change your mind at any 

time and ask to stop. 

You do not have to tell me why you want to     

stop.   

      If you change your mind any information  

         I have collected about you will be removed  

         unless you say it is okay to keep it.                                                         

 

You have up to one week after the last 
interview to change your mind.  
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What happens to my information? 

Your information will be kept private and safe.   

What we talk about will be tape recorded. 

It will then be written down.   It will not have your 

name on it. 

Finally, I will write about what I have found. I may repeat 

what you said to me during the interviews. 

I will send this to the University of South Wales.    

I will send it to a journal so other people can read about 

it.  A journal is like a magazine.   

I will speak about what I have found to other people.  

The University of South Wales will also keep a written 

copy of your interviews.  They won’t be kept forever.  

We will need to ask if you are okay with this. 
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       Good things about taking part? 

 

• Talking about your health can be 

helpful. 

• What I find out could help people with 

learning disabilities. 

 

Any bad things when taking part? 

 

You could feel sad or upset talking 

about your   health. 

Tell me if you feel sad or upset.  We 

can stop.  I can support you to get 

more help if you feel upset.   
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Who will check this study? 

The University of South Wales ethics committee have 

checked the study to make sure that it is being carried 

out properly. 

 

 

 

A NHS Research Ethics Committee has also 

checked the study.  They are a group of people 

who make sure that studies are carried out 

properly. 
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What if I want to contact you? 

If you are not happy at any time or if you have any 

questions you can contact me on:  

     Dawn (the researcher) 

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study phone line: 07391246247 

You can also speak to Professor Ruth Northway whose 

job is to make sure that I am carrying out my work 

properly. 

     This is Professor Ruth Northway. 

                    You can contact her on: 

     Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

 

 

 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Appendix D:  Supporter Advice Sheet  

    

 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

Supporter Advice Sheet 

 

It is important that people with learning disabilities are supported to make 

their own decisions.    

The accompanying participant information booklet outlines all aspects of this 

research that are relevant for the person with a learning disability to make a 

decision about whether or not to participate.   

Participants who think that they might need some support with the booklet 

have been encouraged to find someone who can read and/or explain its 

contents to them.   

Here are some ways in which you can help the person to decide for themselves 

whether or not to take part in this research: 
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1.  Firstly, how does the person prefer to communicate? For example, some 

people might be fine with the easy read participant information booklet; 

others might prefer picture boards or Makaton (signs and symbols for people 

with communication or learning difficulties)?  Does the person have a way of 

communicating that is only known to those close to them?  Do you feel able to 

communicate effectively with the person or could someone else help with 

communication (for example, another family member, a support worker or 

advocate)?    

 

If the person has hearing difficulties, please use their preferred method of 

communication (for example, visual aids, written messages or sign 

language). Where possible, use a qualified interpreter. 

 

For people who use non-verbal methods of communication,  

 behaviour (in particular, changes in behaviour) can also provide 

indications of feelings.   

 

2.  Try not to give more detail than the person needs. 

 

3.  Take time to explain anything that the person is struggling to understand.   
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4.  Speak at the right volume and speed, with simple language and sentence 

structure.  It may help to pause to check understanding or show that a choice 

is available.   

 

5.  Do you need to break down difficult information into smaller points to help 

make it easier to understand?  Allow the person time to consider and 

understand each point before continuing. 

 

6.  It may be necessary to repeat a point or go back over a point several times.  

Might you need to use different pictures to the ones used in the booklet to 

help the person understand more easily?    

 

7.  Would objects or drawings be useful? Please make sure they are relevant 

and the person can understand them easily. For example, a red bus may 

represent a form of transport to one person but a day trip to another. 

 

8.  Is there a time when it is best to communicate with the person?  Try to 

choose the time of day when the person is most alert – some people are better 

in the morning, while others are livelier in the afternoon or early evening.  
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Be aware that some medication could affect a person’s ability to concentrate 

and/or capacity to make a decision (for example, medication which causes 

drowsiness or affects memory).   If possible wait until the side effects have 

subsided before communicating with the person.   

 

9.  Where possible, choose a location where the person feels most at 

ease, and that is free from any background noise and distraction (for example, 

the television or people talking).  Choose a location where the person’s privacy 

and dignity can be properly respected. 

 

If you can think of any other ways to help, please let me know!   

Thank you!  

 

Researcher’s contact details:  Dawn Cavanagh 

Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study phone line: 07391246247 

 

Supervisor:  Professor Ruth Northway 

Email: ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

Telephone: 01443 483177 

 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Appendix E: Participant consent forms 

  

 

Consent Form (Interview One) 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 
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                          Hello. I am Dawn.  I am the   

                                                researcher.   

 

 

                   This consent form is a way for    

                                                me to make sure that you are  

                                                happy to take part in this study. 

                     Please read each point and only                       

                                               put a tick in the box if you agree.      
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   You have given me the information              

                      booklet. 

 

 

 You have told me what the study is      

                             about. 

 

 

 

I have asked all the questions I want.    
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 My questions were answered            

         

 

 

     I understand what the study is about.   

 

 

 

          It is my choice to take part.          
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                  I understand that it is okay to                   

                   say no.  Taking part, or not, will  

                   not change any support I get.   

 

                        

              

 If I say yes, I can still change            

                             my mind.   
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      I have up to 1 week after the              

                          last interview to  

                          change my mind. 

 

 

  If I change my mind you will remove any  

  information you have collected  

                          about me unless I say it              

                           is okay to keep it.                                                         
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I can have someone in the                 

                            interview with me.   

 

  What we talk about in the                

                             interview will be recorded. 

                              

 

 

 I don’t have to answer your questions.  
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   I can ask for a break.                         

 

 

 

 

     If you think that I, or someone else, is not   

                        Safe you will have to tell other people.  

                                                                                                            

  

 

   After we have talked you will                

                            check to see if I am okay. 
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            I understand the good things 

                          about taking part.    

                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

         I understand that  

                        if I feel sad or upset               

                        you will stop the interview. 
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        What we talk about will be written  

                              down.  It will not have my name on it.   

                              You will use a pretend name instead.                                                                                                        

                                                                                      

 

 

     

 

                               I understand that my information will be kept  

                               private and will only be seen by: 

• You  

• Professor Ruth Northway (the 

supervisor for this study) 

• Other people who may check the 

study is being carried out properly 
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I understand that what I say at interview may  

be used in your report.  

 

 

                                                                                         

 

    You will send me a copy of what            

                             you have found.       
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I am happy for you to use information about     

                            me. 

• In reports about the research    

•  In journals about the research (a 

journal is a bit like a magazine) 

• When speaking to others about the 

research  

                                                                                           

                              

I am happy for a written copy of my   

                              interviews to be kept at the University of     

                              South Wales. 
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You need to sign this part of the form.  When this part is signed 

it means that you have said yes to taking part in the Health 

Checks and After Health Checks Study.  

    My name is  

 

 

I am happy with taking part in the Health Checks and After 

Health Checks Study.  

 

Today’s date is  

 

Signed (or mark) by you  

 

 

I am happy to take part in the Health Checks and After Health 

Checks study  

You can choose to say Yes or No 

Yes                     NO 
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Name of researcher  

(PRINT NAME) 

 

Signed by  

researcher  

 

 

 

Date  

 

*Please note that if participant is unable to sign their name, this 

should be witnessed. 

Name of witness  

(PRINT NAME) 

 

 

 

Signed by witness 

 

 

 

Date  
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One copy of the consent form should be given to the 

participant; the other should be kept by the researcher.   
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If you are not happy at any time or if you have any 

questions you can contact me on:  

     Dawn (the researcher) 

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study phone line: 07391246247 

You can also speak to Professor Ruth Northway whose 

job is to make sure that I am carrying out my work 

properly. 

     This is Professor Ruth Northway 

                     You can contact her on: 

     Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

  

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Consent Form (Interview Two) 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 
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Interview 2 

Before I interview you again, I will check that you are still okay 

with being interviewed and with taking part in the research 

project.  

I will remind you of what will happen during the interview. 

I will also check that you understand how interview 2 might be a 

different from interview 1.   

    I understand that interview 2 will be about 1   

                        hour. 

 

 

I understand that I will be asked some different 

questions.  I will be asked:  

• how I am getting on with looking after my health 

• how any things picked up during the health check 

are being dealt with.   
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You need to sign this part of the form.  When this part is signed 

it means that you have said yes to taking part in interview 2 of 

the Health Checks and After Health Checks Study.  

    My name is  

 

 

I am happy with taking part in interview 2 of the Health Checks 

and After Health Checks Study.  

 

Today’s date is  

 

Signed (or mark) by you  

 

 

 

 

 

I am happy to take part in interview 2 of the Health Checks 

and After Health Checks Study  

You can choose to say Yes or No 

Yes                            NO 
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Name of researcher  

(PRINT NAME) 

 

Signed by  

researcher  

 

 

Date  

 

*Please note that if participant is unable to sign their name, this 

should be witnessed. 

Name of witness  

(PRINT NAME) 

 

Signed by witness 

 

Date  

 

 

One copy of the consent form should be given to the 

participant; the other should be kept by the researcher.   

 

 

If you are not happy at any time or if you have any 

questions you can contact me on:  
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     Dawn (the researcher) 

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study phone line: 07391246247 

You can also speak to Professor Ruth Northway whose 

job is to make sure that I am carrying out my work 

properly. 

     This is Professor Ruth Northway 

                     You can contact her on: 

     Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Consent Form (Interview Three) 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 
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Interview 3 

Before I interview you again, I will check that you are still okay 

with being interviewed and with taking part in the research 

project.  

I will remind you of what will happen during the interview. 

I will also check that you understand how interview 3 might be a 

different from interviews 1 and 2.   

   I understand that interview 3 will probably   

                         be about 1 hour. 

 

         I will be asked some different questions.   

    I will be asked:  

 

• how I am getting on with looking 

after my health  

  

• how I am preparing for my next 

health check.   
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You need to sign this part of the form.  When this part is signed 

it means that you have said yes to taking part in interview 3 of 

the Health Checks and After Health Checks Study.  

 

My name is  

 

I am happy with taking part in interview 3 of the Health Checks 

and After Health Checks Study.  

 

Today’s date is  

 

Signed (or mark) by you  

 

 

 

 

I am happy to take part in interview 3 of the Health Checks 

and After Health Checks Study  

You can choose to say Yes or No 

Yes                        NO 
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Name of researcher  

(PRINT NAME) 

 

Signed by  

researcher  

 

 

Date  

 

*Please note that if participant is unable to sign their name, this 

should be witnessed. 

Name of witness  

(PRINT NAME) 

 

 

 

Signed by witness 

 

Date  

 

One copy of the consent form should be given to the 

participant; the other should be kept by the researcher.  

 

If you are not happy at any time or if you have any 

questions you can contact me on:  
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     Dawn (the researcher) 

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study phone line: 07391246247 

You can also speak to Professor Ruth Northway whose 

job is to make sure that I am carrying out my work 

properly. 

     This is Professor Ruth Northway 

                    You can contact her on: 

     Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

 

 

 

 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Appendix F: GDPR Information Sheet 

 

 

General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) 

Your rights about your personal 

information 
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What is General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)? 

 

 There are new rules about how organisations  

keep people’s personal information  

 

 

 

   The new rules are called the General Data                  

                            Protection Regulations or GDPR 

 

 

 

  The new rules give people rights about how  

  organisations keep their personal information 
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What is personal information? 

Personal information is information about you that could reveal 

who you are.  

 

For example: 

Your name  

 

Your address  

 

Your telephone number  

 

You have the right to be told if anyone is collecting or using 

your personal information. 
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You have the right to know  

 

• Why they have collected your personal information 

 

• How long they will keep it for  

 

• Who they will share it with  
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What will you be doing with my personal information? 

I will be collecting some personal information for my research. 

I will need your name  

 

and telephone number so that I can keep in  

                           contact with you during the study.  

 

If you are being interviewed at home I    

                               will need your address. 
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   I will need your GP address so that I have  

      people in my study who go to GP surgeries  

      in different parts of Wales.  
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Who will you share my information with? 

I will only share any personal information with my supervisor, 

Professor Ruth Northway. 

 

 

Professor Ruth Northway 
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What happens if I withdraw from the study? 

I will keep the information that I have about you.  
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How long will you keep my personal information for? 

 

     Near the end of the project I will type up  

what you said at interview     

                           

 

   At this point I will then remove all personal  

                                 information, like your name and where you  

live. 

 

          

I will replace  

your name with a pretend name.   
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Your typed interview will then be    

                                stored at the University of South Wales.      

                               

It will stay there for 5 years, starting     

from the end of the project. 
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If you would like more information about GDPR or about how 

your personal information will be used for this study please 

contact: 

 

Mr Rhys Davies  

 

Email:  rhys.davies@southwales.ac.uk 

Telephone: 01443 482966 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:rhys.davies@southwales.ac.uk
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Appendix G: Consultee Declaration Forms 

 

 

 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

CONSULTEE DECLARATION FORM 

 

Name of Study:  Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

Name of Researcher: Dawn Cavanagh 

 

Participant’s name ________________________________________ 

 

This research is about how health checks are experienced by people 

with learning disabilities.  In addition, the research seeks to explore how 

any health issues identified within annual health checks are followed up 

and addressed, and how people with learning disabilities and their 

carers self-manage any health issues identified during the checks.  In 

order to carry out this research people with learning disabilities will be 

interviewed just after their health check, six months later and then again 

just before they should be due their next health check. 

In accordance with the Mental Capacity Act (2005) I need advice from 

someone who knows the above named person.  This could be a family 

member, a close friend or unpaid carer, to act as a personal consultee 

and advise on whether the person would wish to be involved in the 

study.  If no personal consultee is available I may consult a nominated 

consultee who knows the person in a professional capacity. 
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Please initial box 

 

I [                                          ] have been consulted about [                                      ]                                   

participation in this research project.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the 

study and understand what is involved.  

 

 

I understand that I can request he/she is withdrawn from the study   

up to one week after the final interview without giving any reason  

and without his/her care or legal rights being affected. 

 

 

In my opinion______________________would have no objection to              

 

taking part in the above study at this time. 

 

 

Print consultee name ______________________________ 

 

Relationship of consultee to person _________________________________ 

 

Signed by consultee __________________________ Date ________________________ 

 

Print researcher name ________________________________________ 

 

Signed by researcher   ____________________       Date ___________________________ 
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Interview one  

  

 

In my opinion ___________________________would have no objection to taking part in  

 

interview one.   

                            

                                                                                                

Print consultee name________________________________________ 

 

Relationship of consultee to person ______________________________ 

 

Signed by consultee _______________________________________  

 

Date _________________________________________ 

 

Name of researcher ___________________________________ 

 

Date ________________________________________ 
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*Only where relevant  

 

I have read and understand the consultee participant information sheet.  

I understand what taking part in interview one entails.   

I understand that my answers will be treated in the strictest confidence in accordance with the 

General Data Protection Regulation principles, 2018. 

 

Yes, I would be willing to answer interview questions on behalf of the above named person      

                 

Please sign _____________________________________       Date _______________________ 

 

Researcher ______________________________________    Date _______________________ 

 

 

No, I would not be willing to answer interview questions on behalf of the above named person                        

 

 Please sign  ______________________________________  Date ______________________ 

 

Researcher ____________________________________    Date __________________________ 
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If you are not happy at any time or if you have any 

questions please feel free to contact me on:  

     Dawn (the researcher) 

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study telephone line: 07391246247 

 

You are also welcome to contact Professor Ruth 

Northway-my supervisor. 

      

 

     Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

CONSULTEE DECLARATION FORM 

 

Name of Study:  Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

Name of Researcher: Dawn Cavanagh 

 

Participant’s name ________________________________________ 

 

This research is about how health checks are experienced by people 

with learning disabilities.  In addition, the research seeks to explore how 

any health issues identified within annual health checks are followed up 

and addressed, and how people with learning disabilities and their 

carers self-manage any health issues identified during the checks.  In 

order to carry out this research people with learning disabilities will be 

interviewed just after their health check, six months later and then again 

just before they should be due their next health check. 

In accordance with the Mental Capacity Act (2005) I need advice from 

someone who knows the above named person.  This could be a family 

member, a close friend or unpaid carer, to act as a personal consultee 

and advise on whether the person would wish to be involved in the 

study.  If no personal consultee is available I may consult a nominated 

consultee who knows the person in a professional capacity. 
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Please initial box 

 

I [                                          ] have been consulted about [                                      ]                                   

participation in this research project.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the 

study and understand what is involved.  

 

 

I understand that I can request he/she is withdrawn from the study   

up to one week after the final interview without giving any reason  

and without his/her care or legal rights being affected. 

 

 

In my opinion______________________would have no objection to              

 

taking part in the above study at this time. 

 

 

Print consultee name ______________________________ 

 

Relationship of consultee to person _________________________________ 

 

Signed by consultee __________________________ Date ________________________ 

 

Print researcher name ________________________________________ 

 

Signed by researcher   ____________________       Date ___________________________ 
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Interview Two  

 

  

 

In my opinion ____________________would have no objection to taking part in interview two 

                            

                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

Print consultee name ________________________________________ 

 

Relationship of consultee to person _____________________________ 

 

Signed by consultee ____________________________  

 

Date _____________________________________ 

 

Name of researcher _____________________________ 

 

Date ________________________________________ 
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*Only where relevant  

I have read and understand the consultee participant information sheet.  

I understand what taking part in interview two entails.   

I understand that my answers will be treated in the strictest confidence in accordance with the 

General Data Protection Regulation principles, 2018. 

 

Please sign ________________________________      Date_____________________ 

 

Researcher ________________________________       Date ___________________ 

 

 

No, I would not be willing to answer interview questions on behalf of the above named person                        

 

 Please sign ________________________________________   Date __________________________            

 

Researcher _________________________________________ Date _________________________ 
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If you are not happy at any time or if you have any questions 

please feel free to contact me on:  

     Dawn (the researcher) 

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study telephone line: 07391246247 

 

You are also welcome to contact Professor Ruth 

Northway-my supervisor. 

      

 

     Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

CONSULTEE DECLARATION FORM 

 

Name of Study:  Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

Name of Researcher: Dawn Cavanagh 

 

Participant’s name ________________________________________ 

 

This research is about how health checks are experienced by people 

with learning disabilities.  In addition, the research seeks to explore how 

any health issues identified within annual health checks are followed up 

and addressed, and how people with learning disabilities and their 

carers self-manage any health issues identified during the checks.  In 

order to carry out this research people with learning disabilities will be 

interviewed just after their health check, six months later and then again 

just before they should be due their next health check. 

In accordance with the Mental Capacity Act (2005) I need advice from 

someone who knows the above named person.  This could be a family 

member, a close friend or unpaid carer, to act as a personal consultee 

and advise on whether the person would wish to be involved in the 

study.  If no personal consultee is available I may consult a nominated 

consultee who knows the person in a professional capacity. 
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Please initial box 

 

I [                                          ] have been consulted about [                                      ]                                   

participation in this research project.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the 

study and understand what is involved.  

 

 

I understand that I can request he/she is withdrawn from the study   

up to one week after the final interview without giving any reason  

and without his/her care or legal rights being affected. 

 

 

In my opinion______________________would have no objection to              

 

taking part in the above study at this time. 

 

 

Print consultee name ______________________________ 

 

Relationship of consultee to person _________________________________ 

 

Signed by consultee __________________________ Date ________________________ 

 

Print researcher name ________________________________________ 

 

Signed by researcher   ____________________       Date ___________________________ 
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Interview Three 

  

 

In my opinion _____________________would have no objection to taking part in 

interview three 

                            

                                                                                                                                                      

 

Print consultee name ________________________________________ 

 

Relationship of consultee to person ________________________________ 

 

Signed by consultee ____________________________  

 

Date ________________________ 

 

Name of researcher _________________________________ 

 

Date _________________________________ 
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*Only where relevant  

 

I have read and understand the consultee participant information sheet.  

I understand what taking part in interview three entails.   

I understand that my answers will be treated in the strictest confidence in accordance with the 

General Data Protection Regulation principles, 2018. 

 

Yes, I would be willing to answer interview questions on behalf of the above named person         

           

Please sign _______________________________        Date ____________________________ 

 

Researcher ___________________________________ Date ___________________________ 

 

 

No, I would not be willing to answer interview questions on behalf of the above named person                           

 

Please sign ________________________________   Date ________________________________ 

 

Researcher  _______________________________   Date ________________________________                     
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If you are not happy at any time or if you have any 

questions please feel free to contact me on:  

     Dawn (the researcher) 

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study telephone line: 07391246247 

 

You are also welcome to contact Professor Ruth 

Northway-my supervisor. 

      

 

     Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

 

 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Appendix H: Consultee Information Letter 

 

 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

Dear  

I am a PhD student looking at annual health checks for people with learning disabilities.  This 
study will seek to address a gap in knowledge in this area through an exploration of people’s 
experiences, follow up and self-management of health conditions.   

The study aims to recruit around 15-20 people with learning disabilities who have recently 
had their annual health check.  They (and where relevant their family members or carers) 
will be interviewed as soon as possible after their health check to explore their experience, 
any health issues identified and any actions proposed.  Participants would then be 
interviewed again around six months later and then again at around 11 months when they 
should be planning for their next health check.  These follow up interviews will explore 
whether planned actions had been taken, people’s thoughts about such actions and what 
they have/have not achieved, how health conditions are being self-managed, and the 
support that people are receiving in relation to their health.   

I am writing to you because it is felt that [                                    ] may not be able to consent 
to take part in this research study.  As the researcher it is my ethical duty to consult 
someone, such as a family member or paid carer, who is able to take an independent view 
of the person's interests, wishes and feelings before any decision can be made as to 
whether they should participate.   

I was wondering whether you might consider acting as a consultee for [                                   ].  
As a consultee, I would welcome your advice on whether [                                         ] would be 
happy to take part in this study or whether you believe that taking part would likely  
result in  [                                         ] suffering harm and/or distress.  Further information as 
to what this would involve is provided in the other documents enclosed with this letter.  I 
would therefore ask that you carefully read the accompanying participant information 
booklet, supporter advice sheet and declaration form.  The participant information booklet 
outlines all those aspects of the research that are relevant for a person with a learning 
disability who has capacity to give consent when considering whether or not to agree to 
take part in this study.  In reading these documents it is important to consider only what the 
above named person’s views and interests are.   
 
As well as considering the broad aims of this research, please also think about the 
practicalities of what taking part will mean for this person.  For example, in order to include 
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the person in this research they will be invited to attend each interview, and attempts will 
be made to encourage their participation wherever possible.  Is it likely they will get tired 
and need frequent rest breaks?   

Please also consider the practicalities of what the person’s taking part would also mean for 
you.  For instance, if the person has very limited communication skills they may need you to 
answer interview questions for them on their behalf (with them present).  In this instance, 
you also would also be classed as a participant and would need to sign a separate form 
before each interview to indicate your willingness to do this.  There is a participant 
information sheet included with this pack.   

It is also good practice to give some, if not all information (possibly using adapted 
resources), to people even when they are not deemed able to give informed consent.  For 
example, it might be possible to convey some information about the research to a 
participant if presented in a story board format.  I can help you with this.   

If you feel that the person would like to participate you will need to sign a consultee 

declaration form for research conducted under the Mental Capacity Act 2005.  You will 

need to sign this form before the participant undertakes their first interview, and then again 

before interviews two and three.  You are, of course, not obliged to undertake the role of 

consultee if you do not wish to do so and your decision will have absolutely no bearing on 

the above named person’s rights, services or support.   

If you are unsure as to whether the person has the capacity to give consent this can be 
discussed with the researcher at the initial meeting.   

If you feel that the person I am writing to you about would be happy to take part in this 
study, please contact me.  We can then arrange to meet for an initial meeting. 

If you have any further questions about ‘capacity to consent’ or anything else to do with the 
study, please get in touch.       

Contact details are as follows:  

 

     

        Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Study telephone line: 07391246247 

mailto:dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk
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You are also welcome to contact Professor Ruth Northway-my supervisor   

      

Email:  ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 

             Telephone: 01443 483177 

Finally, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect on 25th May 2018. 
In relation to health and care research it covers: 

• consent 

• data controllers and personal data 

• transparency 

• safeguards 

• data subject rights, and  

• Data Privacy Impact Assessments. 

It is important that I explain to you how I will be using your personal data and how your 
rights will be protected under this new law.  I ask, therefore, that you please read the 
statement at the very end of this letter (p.5).   

 

Yours sincerely   

 

 

 

Dawn Cavanagh 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk
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Statement in relation to GDPR 

The University of South Wales is the sponsor for this study based in Wales, the United 

Kingdom. We will be using information from you in order to undertake this study and will 

act as the overall data controller for this study. This means that we are responsible for 

looking after your information and using it properly.  The University of South Wales will 

keep identifiable information about you for 5 years after the study has finished/until the 

transcripts have been anonymised.   

Your rights to access, change or move your information are limited, as we need to manage 

your information in specific ways in order for the research to be reliable and accurate. If 

you withdraw from the study, we will keep the information about you that we have 

already obtained.  To safeguard your rights, we will use the minimum personally-

identifiable information possible. 

You can find out more about how we use your information at the University of South 

Wales by contacting Mr Rhys Davies (data compliance officer):  

Email: rhys.davies@southwales.ac.uk 

Telephone: 01443 482966 

 

Key terms: 

Consent:  being asked if you agree to something  

Capacity:  whether you can understand the choice you need to make 

  

mailto:rhys.davies@southwales.ac.uk
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Appendix I Consultee Participant Information Sheet 

 

 

Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

Consultee Participant Information Sheet 

 

I would like to invite you to take part in this research study. Before you 

decide whether to take part it is important for you to understand what the 

research would involve. Please take time to read the following information 

carefully. If there is anything that is unclear, or if you would like more 

information, please do not hesitate to get in touch.  Contact details are 

provided at the end. 

Background to the study: 

My study aims to explore how the health issues identified in annual health checks for people 

with a learning disability are followed up over time and how people and their carers within 

Wales self-manage such health issues.   

The study aims to recruit around 15-20 people with learning disabilities who have recently 

had their annual health check and where relevant their supporters.   

 

Why have I been invited to take part? 

 

You have been invited to take part because you are a family member/carer/support worker 

of a person with a learning disability and were present at their last annual health check. 

It is believed that the person with a learning disability you support doesn’t have the capacity 

to give their consent to take part in the study and therefore you have been asked to act as a 

consultee (please see the consultee information letter).  However, because they also have 

communication difficulties, they will require someone to answer interview questions on 

their behalf.  You are therefore being asked to participate and to answer the questions for 

them. 
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What will happen if I take part? 

You will take part in three interviews, the details of which are below:  

 

The first interview 

The first interview is concerned with exploring the experience of the health check, any 

health issues identified and any actions proposed.   

It is estimated that the first interview could last up to 2 hours.  

 

The second and third interviews  

You will be interviewed again around six months after the health check and then again at 

eleven months.  These follow up interviews will explore whether planned actions have been 

taken, thoughts about such actions and what they have/have not achieved, how health 

conditions are being self-managed, and the support that the person with a learning 

disability may or may not be receiving in relation to their health. 

 

Both the second and third interviews should last no longer than 1 hour each.   

 

Anything else? 

Interviews could take place in the person’s home or in another setting, such as the Mencap 

Cymru offices, at a time that is convenient to them.   

All interviews will be audio recorded.  

It is anticipated that the person with a learning disability will be present at each interview.   

You will need to be willing to answer interview questions on behalf of the person who lacks 

capacity to give consent. 

You are not obliged to answer every question posed to you in the interview. If there is a 

question you would rather not answer please just say and I will move on to the next.  

You are free to stop the interview at any time if you do not wish to continue.  

If either you or the person with a learning disability needs a break, please tell me.  The 

interview can then be stopped.  We can carry on with the interview another time if you 

wish. 
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I will need to contact you via telephone in between interviews to plan a date for the next 

interview. 

You may like to keep a diary of key health related events/actions which may have occurred 

in the period of time between interviews.  You can then use this as a memory aid when you 

come to interview.  You could use your own diary or the template provided for participants 

with a learning disability.   

If you do decide to participate you will be required to sign a form before each interview 

stating that you are happy to answer questions on the person’s behalf.   

 

Will what I say at interview be kept confidential? 

Yes, what you say at interview will be kept confidential.   However, if you mention during 

the interview any information that suggests that the person with a learning disability or 

yourself is at risk of harm or has been subject to abuse, then I would have a duty to report 

this information to the appropriate authorities.  However, I would not do this without 

informing you first.   

After the interviews have been recorded, they will be typed out word for word. During this 

process any identifying and personal details, such as names and places will be changed to 

ensure your identity remains anonymous. The interviews will then be analysed and the 

analysis written up. It is important to make you aware that in the write-up some direct 

quotes from your interview may be used. However, all personal details will be changed and 

so it will not be possible for those reading the analysis to identify you.   

All data, both digital and paper will be kept strictly confidential and secured securely (in 

locked cabinets or in a password protected laptop with encrypted files). Only my research 

supervisor and I will have direct access to this data. 

No personal information (for example, your name) will be included in any reports. 

 

Do I have to take part in the research? 

You are under no obligation to participate in the research.  Your involvement is voluntary.  

You have up to one week to decide whether or not you would like to participate.   

A decision not to take part will not adversely impact on the support that you receive or the 

person that you support receives.  

If you do agree to participate and then decide you no longer want to take part, you are free 

to withdraw without having to explain your reasons up to one month after completion of 

the interviews.  

You would have the option for any information you have provided up until your withdrawal 

to be removed from the study and destroyed. 
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Are there any possible benefits and risks of taking part in the study? 

 

Benefits 

It is not anticipated that there would be any direct benefit to you or to the person you 

support.  However, what I find out could potentially help people with a learning disability.  

For example, by improving the quality of health care, social care or other services that they 

have access to. 

Risks  

It is not anticipated that participating in the research would lead to any harm either to 

yourself or the person you support.  However, thoughts relating to aspects of a person’s 

health or health care can sometimes be upsetting.  If this occurs, please tell me. The 

interview can be stopped.  I can support you to access other sources of support if you feel 

this would be beneficial. 

 

What will happen after the interviews?  

After the last interview there will be an opportunity for you to ask any questions that you 

might have and to share any concerns about the interviews and/or the research.   

The findings of the study will be shared via my PhD thesis, through journal publications, 

academic conferences and research reports. Findings will be shared in an accessible format 

with people with learning disabilities. 

I will also make a summary of the research findings available to you once the study has been 

completed. 

 

Who is organising and funding the research?  

The study is being undertaken as part of a PhD research project by Dawn Cavanagh (PhD 
student researcher), and supervised by Prof. Ruth Northway (Professor of Learning Disability 
Nursing) in partnership with Mencap Cymru, and funded by the KESS II programme.   

 

Who has reviewed the study? 

The study has been reviewed by the University of South Wales Faculty of Life Sciences and 
Education Ethics Committee and by an NHS Research Ethics Committee.   
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What if I would like to take part in this study? 

If you would like to take part in this study, please get in touch using the contact details 

provided below.   You are welcome to get in contact either by email or by telephone. 

What if I have any concerns regarding the study?  

If you have any questions about any aspect of this study, you can contact me on: 

Study telephone line:  07391246247    

Email: dawn.cavanagh@southwales.ac.uk 

Alternatively, you can also speak to my PhD supervisor, Professor Ruth Northway (Professor 
of Learning Disability Nursing), who can be contacted on: 

Telephone: 0 1443 483177 

Email: ruth.northway@southwales.ac.uk 
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Appendix J:  Health Diary  

 

 

 

                                        Health Checks and After Health Checks Study 

 

Health Diary  
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 This week I have been feeling...   

Please tick.  

 

           

 

                            

 

Did you see anyone 

about your health this 

week?  

 

        Y                    N 

 

 

If yes, who was it? 

Health Action Plan 

 

Are the things 

happening that are in 

your health action plan? 
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Example:  

 

3 May 

 

 

 

 

This week I have been feeling...   

Please tick.  

 

          

   

                         ✓ 

Did you see anyone 

about your health this 

week?  

 

        Y                   N 

        ✓  ✓ 

 

If yes who was it? 

 

I  saw the doctor.  I 

had a poorly chest. 

 

The doctor gave me  

tablets.  

Health Action Plan 

 

Are the things 

happening that are in 

your health action plan? 

 

No exercise this 

week.  I was poorly. 
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Date  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week I have been feeling...   

Please tick.  

             

Did you see anyone 

about your health this 

week?  

         Y                   N 

                                                                  

If yes who was it?  

Health Action Plan 

 

Are the things 

happening that are in 

your health action plan? 
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Date   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week I have been feeling...   

Please tick.  

             

 

 

 

 

Did you see anyone 

about your health this 

week?  

         Y                   N 

                                                                  

 

If yes who was it? 

Health Action Plan 

 

Are the things 

happening that are in 

your health action plan? 

 

The above are to be photocopied to ensure that the participant has enough diary sheets.  
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Appendix K: Prompts for follow-up question, Interview One, checklist section, relating 

to health promotion 

 

Section B:  Questions  

1. Did the doctor or nurse say that you need to make any changes 

to the way you live your life?    

 

Possible prompts  

If yes, what are these changes?  

Example:  eat healthy food, exercise, lose weight, stop smoking, medication (high bp) 

Did the doctor/nurse write this down in a health action plan?   

What did the doctor/nurse say needs to happen for you to be able to.....eat healthy food/eat less 

salt/lose weight/exercise more/keep a check on your heart?   

How do you feel about this?  

How easy/hard do you think this will be? (Please can you tell me more about that...) What would 

make this better? 

Did the doctor/nurse say when X should be done by?  Did the doctor/nurse say to come back to the 

surgery to see how you’re getting on? 

Did the doctor/nurse say that you need to see anyone about your health?  

 If yes, who will you be seeing?   

Where will you go?  (For example: hospital/surgery)  

How do you think you will you get there (walk/car/bus/taxi)?   

How will you get your appointment? Will you get a letter/telephone call/text?   

Did the doctor/nurse say how long it will be before you see X?  

Other:  How do you feel about this?  Will you need help to do this...?  If so, what help do you think 

you will need to do X?   
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Appendix L: Interviewer’s Notes 

 

If person has Down’s Syndrome be aware of following:   

Many people with Down’s Syndrome have significant hearing impairment, which 

can range from mild to profound. If undetected this it is likely to be a significant 

cause of preventable secondary impairment.  How much attention was paid to 

hearing during assessment? Did doctor explain to patient and/or carer how to detect 

signs of possible hearing loss?  Did this go in to HAP? 

Obesity –how much attention was paid to maintaining fitness? 

Problems affecting eyesight (problems focusing-short or long sightedness, cataracts 

and other conditions like inflammation of eyelids. 

Obstructive sleep apnoea (one key symptom sleepiness in the day). Affects one 

third, if not the majority of those with Down’s Syndrome. Epworth sleepiness 

score/sleep studies? 

Pneumonia (influenza vaccine?) second most common cause of death in people 

with DS 

Swallowing difficulties (dysphagia) -coughing, gagging, sighing, burping, or throat 

clearing during mealtimes can cause choking with aspiration. Evaluation consists of 

a modified barium swallow study in conjunction with a SALT assessment. 

People with Down’s Syndrome have an increased risk of Alzheimer’s dementia, 

with an earlier onset than in the general population. When considering a dementia 

assessment and diagnosis, deafness, hypothyroidism, sleep apnoea and depression 

have to be taken into consideration.  

Osteoporosis-screening should begin in 40s 

Musculo-skeletal problems 

Gastro-oesophageal reflux 

Cardiovascular  

More susceptible to Coeliac disease –  
loose stools or new onset constipation, abdominal distension, general unhappiness and 
misery, arthritis, rash suggesting dermatitis herpetiformis  
 (antibody test?) 

Constipation-response to appropriate dietary intervention? 

Hypothyroidism 

Diabetes  

Skin conditions  
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Other things to be aware of:   

For those with mobility issues  

People with reduced mobility/ profound and multiple LD at risk of osteoporosis  

Postural care needs 

Has there been any changes in X’s ability to do things/get around? 

Does X use anything to help him or her to walk/get around?   

Are you happy with what X uses? Do you think X has pain with walking, standing....?   

Does X see anyone to help with the pain?    

Does X have access to occupational therapy, physiotherapy or hydrotherapy?  

Difficulties with eating/swallowing  

Have you ever had/do you have help for this?   

(SALT involvement?) 

 

Those people with LD who have vaccine phobias may be offered live intranasal  

influenza vaccine 

 

Some common blood tests: 

FSH-amenorrhoea, irregular periods  

PSA (prostate specific antigen) prostate cancer  

CRP-c-reactive protein (inflammation) 

Lithium and anti-epilepsy drug levels 

Vit D if you have AEDs 

Stool H pylori antigen  

Liver function  

Full blood count 

Cholesterol  

Thyroid function  

Urea and electrolytes 

Diabetes-standard monitoring guidance has been followed (latest diabetic 

retinopathy screening; HBA1C test-every 12 months) 
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Behavioural 

PBIS involvement? Review of meds, behaviour plans (ABC, etc)   

 

Epilepsy:   

Date of last specialist appointment? 

Type of seizure-simple partial, complex partial, or secondary generalised  

If generalised-tonic-clonic, atonic, clonic or tonic, absence, myoclonic 

Frequency (fits/month) 

Over the last year have fits worsened remained the same improved  

Medication (monotherapy or more than one) 

Name/dose/frequency levels 

Side effects observed in patient  

 

Diabetes: 

Type of diabetes?  Type I? Type II? 

How is it managed?  

 Type I (insulin pump/pen?)  

Type II Diet, exercise, medication? 

Testing issues...urine/blood glucose levels 

Having to be seen for tests-HbA1c and fructosamine, blood pressure and blood fats 

Date of last specialist appointment? 

Over last year how has health been? 

How has person been feeling (just diagnosed, can affect emotional well-being, 

feeling overwhelmed, frightened, change in routine 
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Appendix M: Follow-up Interview Schedule Example (Interview Three Schedule with 

adaptations for Mike)  

Interview 3 

1 How has your health been? 

Depending on individual circumstances may want to follow this up with more 

exploratory questions such as: Did you go back to the hospital?  How did that go?  

How is the exercise going?  How has your epilepsy been since we last met etc.?  

What happened then...?  

2. Have you been invited to your next health check?   

a) If yes, how were you invited?   

Letter and/or leaflet: Did the letter make sense to you?  Did the letter/leaflet tell you 

what a health check is?  Did the letter/leaflet tell you why it is a good idea to have a 

health check?  Did the letter/leaflet say that you could bring someone with you?  

b)  Did the letter/leaflet say that you had to bring anything with you/do anything to get 

ready for your health check? If yes, what have you been asked to do?  Did the 

surgery send you a list of questions about your health?  If yes, have you answered 

the questions?  How easy/difficult was this?  Can you tell me more about that?   

How did you find this?  Was it easy/difficult?  How helpful do you think this is?  Is 

there anything that could have been done better? 

And/or 

Telephone: Was the person on the telephone friendly/helpful?  Did what the person 

say make sense to you?  

b) Did someone telephone or text you the day before your health check? 

If yes, how are you getting ready for your health check?  Did the person tell you what 

to bring with you?  What were you asked to bring? 
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Cue Cards   

How were you invited? 

 

                    

         Telephone                                  Letter  
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What were you asked to bring? 

 

A urine sample?  

       

 

A list of any medicines you are taking? 

 

 

Glasses if you wear them? 

 

  Anything else?                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.photosymbols.com/products/list
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Have you filled in a questionnaire?    

A questionnaire is a list of questions asking 

you for information. 

Did the surgery contact you saying don’t forget?                                             

 

 

                                    

Text                                                    Telephone call  
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3.  How do you feel about your next health check?   

Anything else you would like to say about health checks?   

 

Cue Card 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you feel about your next health check? 

 

    Very good                 Okay                   Not good  
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   Appendix N: Analytical Process (Sample) 

 

Some reflections on the analysis  

Interview One  

The first set of interviews was the most difficult to analyse, probably because 

they contained so much material.    Individual scripts were read and re-read 

before preliminary codes were identified and then sorted according to the 

researcher’s initial thought processes as to the relationships between them.  The 

themes had to be checked concerning the coded extracts and the data set as a 

whole.  The themes were also reviewed as other cases were analysed as the 

fieldwork diary entry illustrates below:  

21st Feb 2019:  I have found that new transcripts often take me back to 

other transcripts that have been analysed, with the result being that there is 

sometimes a reviewing and revising of themes as a result.  Another 

person’s experience can lead me to question whether I’ve adequately 

captured another’s.  For example, one transcript led me to question what I 

meant by ‘relationship with GP’, which, in turn, led me to revisit and revise 

analysis in other transcripts.  I had previously been defining ‘relationship’ 

in terms of ‘friendliness’ of GP.  However, a particular transcript described 

relationship as less about the manner of interaction and more in terms of 

something more enduring; an actual rapport that has been built over time, 

which helps to build trust between patient and GP.  I feel that this more 

adequately captures the term and meaning of ‘relationship.’  A GP might 

be ‘friendly’ in their interactions with a patient but not have built a 
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relationship with that individual.  ‘Friendliness’ therefore is better captured 

under the theme ‘manner of interaction.’ 

The analytical process was ‘messy’ entailing lots of scraps of paper with revisions 

scribbled in pencil or pen as the case analysis for Eddie below demonstrates (see Fig 

1):   

 

   Fig 1:  Case analysis for Eddie  

Some of these revisions for the participant Eddie, Interview One, can be found at   

the end of this document, along with the final analysis to show the completed 

analytical process for an individual case.   

Looking for connections across cases for Interview One was a constant process of 

combining, separating, redefining and/or discarding themes.  The main themes for 

individual cases were written on sticky notes, which were then clustered into groups 
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on paper depending upon their relationship to one another.  In this way, the first 

preliminary main themes were produced (see Fig 2).  

 

 

 

Fig 2:  Looking for connections across cases  

One main theme ‘Health Check Quality’ was redefined and combined with other 

main themes, such as ‘Communication Issues’, as it was felt that this cohered 
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together in a more meaningful way.  The standard of the health check, whether 

reasonable adjustments were made, communication issues, continuity of care, all 

appeared to be factors in how participants experienced the health check.   ‘Health 

Check Quality’ seemed to be more about ‘health check standard’ which 

constituted a part of the AHC experience.  An example of this developing process 

can be seen below (see Fig 3):   

 

    Fig 3:  Combining, separating, redefining and/or discarding themes 

‘The Personal Context’ took some time to emerge as a main theme.  It was clear as I 

made my way through interview one transcripts that there were these ‘outliers’, for 

example, ‘living with a brain injury’ or ‘living with a hearing impairment.’  At first, 

I questioned whether these were relevant to the research question, but when I read 

back through the person’s transcript, I came to see that they were really important to 

the person’s sense of self, as well as how they experienced healthcare.  While the 
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AHC tends to focus on medical issues, participants’ views of their health were more 

complex than this and included psychosocial aspects of health.  For example, one 

person with a hearing impairment relied heavily on his sister to act as an interpreter 

for him and this had implications for how he experienced healthcare.  He reported 

that he would like to learn how to sign, but so far had come across barriers when 

trying to access support to achieve his goal.  Many people with a learning disability 

are living with poor health and/or other more classic impairment in addition to the 

learning disability itself, and just as with the general population, their experiences of 

health and healthcare will be unique and this was no less the case with the 

participants in this research, with issues ranging from gender-specific health issues 

to health and medical issues specific to people with Down’s syndrome.  

Furthermore, some participants felt uncomfortable sharing their personal stories at 

their AHC and/or felt that health issues related to their circumstances were being 

unaddressed.   It, therefore, felt important to try to capture the diversity of people’s 

individual health experiences and ‘The Personal Context’ as a main theme seemed 

to capture this. 

Follow-Up Interviews  

The same analytical process as for interview one was followed for interview two, 

beginning with an analysis of individual cases.  However, for interviews two and 

three, the process also entailed checking that there was coherency through time with 

individual cases.  For example, meaning might have to be clarified by checking 

back to previous interviews undertaken with the same participant.   

As with interview one, the main themes from the individual cases were written on 

sticky notes, which were then clustered into groups on paper depending upon their 
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relationship to one another.  Again, as with interview one, this was a ‘messy’ and 

time-consuming process.  Preliminary main themes (and their corresponding sub-

themes) went through many revisions with themes being discarded, combined, 

separated and/or redefined (see Fig 4) as this extract from the fieldwork diary 

shows:     

15th March 2021: The main theme Health Status (see below) was 

abandoned and incorporated into the main theme ‘Supporting the Self-

Management of Health’ under the sub-theme ‘Keeping Healthy.’  This was 

because another review of the analysis revealed that when participants 

were talking about how they perceived their health, any new health issues 

or ongoing health issues it was often within the context of the self-

management of health.    
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The same process was repeated for interview three.  The final analysis for the 

participant John, Interview Three, can be found at the end of this document to 

illustrate the completed analytical process for an individual case for one of the 

follow-up interviews.   
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Fig 4:  Development of themes and main themes for follow-up interviews which entailed some 

themes being discarded, combined, separated and/or redefined 

With interviews two and three, I had to consider how I was going to define an 

‘ongoing health condition/issue’ and a ‘new health condition.’  I decided in the 

context of this research that a ‘new health condition’ would be a condition that 

had emerged in the time between interviews (this might include a newly 

diagnosed health condition), whereas an ‘ongoing health condition/issue’ would 

be a health problem that required ongoing management and where regular care 

was needed., and which had been impacting upon the person’s life for some 

considerable amount of time.   I also included mental health conditions in this.   

Many of the themes for interviews two and three were identical, which resulted in 

the same main themes, except one.   This theme was ‘Going for another health 
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check’, which was about participants’ thoughts and feelings regarding their next 

health check.  This was a topic that was explored at interview three.   

In addition to the above, I found that transcripts sometimes revealed material that 

led me to go and explore the literature around that issue, which, in turn, informed 

the analysis.  For example, there were interviews with female participants 

whereupon health issues specific to women were raised.  This then led me to go 

and explore literature around that topic, for example, menstruation.  Some female 

participants seemed to think that their heavy and/or painful periods were normal, 

so they did not see a reason to ask a doctor about them or challenge why nothing 

was being done to address them.   While there is research evidence to show that 

women’s menstrual problems can be overlooked, I questioned what happens 

when you are female and also have a learning disability.    From the small number 

of studies available it seems that women with a learning disability are just as 

likely to experience menstrual problems, but that their problems may not be 

appropriately recognised, acknowledged and/or addressed and this was reflected 

upon during the analysis.    

Second analysis-Analysing change through time  

It took some time to determine how best to answer Saldaña’s (2003) framing and 

descriptive questions.  Originally, an attempt was made to try to answer each 

framing question individually, beginning with ‘What is different from one pool of 

data to the next?’ However, in the process of doing this, it became apparent that 

the questions were interlinked (see Fig 5) and that it might be better to produce 

one integrated discussion instead.     
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Fig 5:  Rough attempts at answering the Framework question ‘What is different from one pool of 

data to the next?’  In answering the question, I found that the questions interlinked with other 

questions (note, for example, discussion of contextual and intervening conditions, which is 

encompassed by a different Framework question) 
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Descriptive questions were more discrete, so could be answered separately.       
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Eddie and John  

Eddie-Some final revisions and final analysis for Interview One 

John- final themes for Interview One 
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 Interview 1: Participant: Eddie            

 Initial Themes  Original Transcript  Initial Coding  

 
 

 

 

I:  Okay, so Eddie the first thing I would like to ask is I know this is 
quite difficult to think back on how would you say your health has 
been within the last year (.).  How has your health been generally? 

 

 

 

 

 

 Eddie (participant): Alright I think but Denise (advocate sitting in on 

session and who attended HC with Eddie) will (.) will I think (.) (Looks 

at Denise) 

Unsure of own health status 

 

 

 Denise:  We’ve had problems with, with your tummy [E: Yeah, that 

was last...], that was last year [E That was the year before [okay] last 

year]. Okay, right oh, okay, right oh. 

Past stomach problems 

 

 

I:  Okay so you have had some problems with your tummy but this 

year you think it’s been more settled? 

Stomach seems to be more settled 

 D:  Yeah a bit better [E: oh yeah] this year, yeah [I: okay]  
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 E: I did have tonsils but I had them out that’s [D: But that was years 

ago though wasn’t it Eddie?, yeah]  

Had tonsils removed in the past  

 Role of the 

supporter 

I: Alright, okay so for your health check, we already know the answer 

for this one (Eddie groans), but did you go on your own to the doctor’s 

surgery [no I went with Denise], so you went with Denise, yeah and 

Denise is here today, and how did you feel about that, having Denise 

with you? 

 

  E:  Alright [I: yeah] (laughter from both I and D)  

  D: Say it as it is Eddie (smiling) [I: yeah] [laughter from Eddie] Seems comfortable with advocate accompanying him to HC 

  I:  And when you went to your health check did you have to wait 

before you went in?  

 

  E: Yeah, twenty, fifteen minutes (..) Was a wait before the HC 

He perceives the wait to have been around 15-20 mins long 

 D: We didn’t have to wait that long because we were there earlier but 

we didn’t have to wait more than about ten or fifteen minutes, did 

we? [E: Hmmm] Yeah 

Advocate perceives the wait to have been around 10-15 mins 

Interesting that he perceives the wait to have been longer 

  I: So about ten to fifteen minutes  

  D: Yeah   
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  I: Eddie, what was it like waiting?   

 Discomfort around 

waiting 

E: Well (.) Don’t like it when I’m around sick people because they and 

there were a few coughing their lungs up [inaudible]  

Doesn’t like having to wait. 

Feels uncomfortable having to wait around poorly people 

  I: Were, did you find the receptionists helpful or not helpful?   

 Dissatisfaction -

Negative feelings 

about reception 

staff 

 

 

 

HC treated as 

routine 

appointment  

E: Not really  Negative feeling toward reception staff 

Reception staff perceived as not being that helpful 

 I:  can you tell me more about that...  

 E: Well, she was talking to other people and then (..) I didn’t think she 

was helpful 

Receptionist preoccupied with other people 

 D:  Well I mentioned the health check.  I don’t think well they take 

took that much notice I just, I just think that she thought it was just an 

ordinary appointment 

Little acknowledgement of why they were there  

Reception staff giving the impression that this was a routine, 

ordinary appointment 

  I:  Okay, did, did you both go up to the desk?  

 Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and perceptions of 

what was received  

D:  Well, when I yes, yes we did, [E: Hmmm] yeah and when I initially 

rang the surgery to make an appointment I specifically asked for a 

health check.  I didn’t just ask for an appointment with [doctor’s 

name], so when I went to the reception, when we both went to the 

reception then I naturally assumed that they knew that we were 

 

Specifically asking for a HC, not a standard appointment  
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coming for, for the health check [I: okay] [E: yeah] because I had 

specifically asked for it  

Assuming that they would get a HC because that was what was 

asked for 

 

 I: So you were under the impression that ...  

 D: Took it for granted that they knew what were coming for because 

that’s what they asked for (speech sounds more hurried; urgency in 

voice)  

Assuming that they would get a HC because that was what was 

asked for  

  I: But and it came, and so when you spoke to the receptionist what 

was, what did the receptionist say?  

 

  D:  She didn’t qualify that [E: No] She just said have a sit down and 

wait for your appointment. 

Little acknowledgement of HC appointment  

  I: Right, okay.  So (.)  Can I just ask Eddie when you went in to your 

health check did you see a nurse or a doctor?  

 

  E: Doctor Health check carried out by GP 

  I: Was this the GP you usually see or someone different?  

 Familiarity of GP 

important concern 

 

E: No.  Pakistani [I: okay] [D: someone different, yes] GP unfamiliar to patient  

 I: Someone different   
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Relationship with 

GP important 

concern  

E Yeah [I: okay]  

 I: And how did that feel when it was someone that you don’t normally 

see?  

 

 E: (..) [I: You happy with that?]  No.[I: No, okay] No I like seeing er my 

doctor is a lady doctor and I can’t remember her name but (.) [D: She 

was very nice the lady we saw [E: Yeah]  last year wasn’t she? She was 

lovely] but she went and got herself up the duff and [inaudible][ D: 

She really had time for you that lady.  Yeah. 

Familiarity of GP important. 

Likes his doctor  

His doctor is on maternity leave  

Having time for the patient considered important  

 

  I: So it was a bit of a surprise seeing somebody different, yeah?   

 Familiarity of GP 

important concern 

 

Manner of 

interaction  

E: Yeah [okay] Familiarity of GP considered important  

 E: Because when I used to go to the doctor in X my doctor used to be 

called X and every time I used to go to the doctors I used to see X 

(same doctor) or if he was off X but I knew them two doctors but in 

the surgery now I didn’t know er double barrel name [D: Yeah] [I: 

Didn’t know it], no, what her name is and the attitude she had [D: 

Hmmm] 

Familiarity of GP considered important  

GP unfamiliar to patient  

Negative attitude of GP 

  I:  Was it a male or female doctor?  
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  E and D Female [I: Female okay] Female GP who carried out HC 

  D: You know because she asked who I was [E: yeah, ‘Oi’, you went, she 

went], yeah and I did mention who I was and what organisation I 

worked for and I mentioned that Eddie was here for his health check 

or MOT... 

Doctor asked advocate to confirm who she was  

  I:  Can I just ask, so when you knocked on the door what was, what 

what what happened then, how did 

 

 Manner of 

interaction  

E:  Now she said ‘COME IN’ er GP called patient in from inside her room 

 D: You spoke first and then I and, then she asked me who was I, I said I 

was supporting Eddie, mentioned the organisation and that Eddie was 

here for his health check or MOT  

Patient spoke first; then advocate  

Advocate told the GP that she was supporting patient 

Advocate told the GP the organisation that she was from and that 

they were here for the patient’s health check 

  I: And then what happened? Eddie what happened then?  

 Manner of 

interaction  

 

 

Discrepancy 

between  

E:  Well, well then said ah, um we don’t have health um MOTs, we’re 

not cars  

Doctor admonishes advocate and patient  

 I:  Oh (soft, sounding shocked) (..) Okay (soft)  

 D:  Yeah, she did seem, I quoted it here in the book: ‘People aren’t like 

cars.  They don’t need MOTs um and really it went downhill from 

Doctor admonishes advocate and patient   

Health check steadily went downhill from that point  
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expectations of care 

and what was 

received  

there on really and I knew we weren’t going to have a health check 

then.  

Realisation that this wasn’t going to be a HC 

 I:  Okay, right, well, let’s I’m just going to go through, this is, I’m going 

to see, I’m going to see now whether um things, things have been 

done that should be done in the health check and I’m going to tick 

then off with you okay?   

 

 E: Hmm  

  I:  Did, did the doctor ask you how you health has been generally, how 

it’s been?  

 

  E: No [I:  Okay, so tick that]  

  I:  And Eddie did the doctor give you time to talk about any worries 

that you have about your health? Did the doctor say, ‘Have you got 

any worries about your health?’ 

 

  E: No   

  

 

Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and what was 

received 

D:  No it was I think it was you or myself who had to bring up sort of 

problems [I: Okay] that Eddie had and I think  after the initial her 

saying people are not, don’t need MOTs, they’re not cars, then I 

realised then that we [I: it wasn’t]  we weren’t going to get very far 

with this doctor [okay] , you know alarms bells rung realising does this 

doctor know exactly [I: what] what was, what it entailed  

Having to bring issues to GP’s attention  

GP’s negative attitude and its effect on advocate’s perceptions as 

to how the HC will proceed 

 

Concerns that GP didn’t know what HC entailed  
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  I:  Okay, Eddie, did the doctor check your weight?  

 Patient/advocate 

having to ask for 

basic checks to be 

carried out  

E: Had to ask  Had to ask to have weight checked 

 D:  Yeah, I had to ask for that [E: Yeah] Advocate asked for patient to have weight checked 

  I: Okay, so yes, but only after you’d asked.    

 Advocate having to 

ask for basic checks 

to be carried out  

Not having 

necessary 

equipment to check 

weight 

D:  Only because there were concerns in the past, concerns because 

Eddie had been losing weight and there were no scales in the er in the 

er room so she had to go out and get them and as I said that’s only 

after I asked for it.  

Advocate asked due to past concerns relating to weight loss 

No scales present in the room 

  I:  Did the doctor check how tall you are Eddie?  

  E: No   

  I: Did the doctor ask if you smoke?   
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  E: No  

 Patient asking for 

basic checks to be 

carried out/  

GP declining to 

carry out key 

examinations  

 

D: I tell you what because Eddie had asked, he asked specifically to, if 

you don’t me saying this (looks at Eddie and Eddie indicates for her to 

go on) he asked to have his chest listened to didn’t you [E: Hmm] and 

she said, ‘No’, she wasn’t going to do it and I said, ‘Well Eddie is a 

smoker’, I said ‘And he smokes quite a bit now. 

Patient asked to have his chest checked 

GP declined to carry out respiratory examination 

Advocate justified the need for a respiratory examination in that 

patient is a heavy smoker 

  I:  Okay (softly) (.) That comes up about the chest, so I’ll...  

  D: Hmm (.) And you agree with that, don’t you Eddie? [E: Hmm]  

  I: did the doctor ask if you drink alcohol?   

  E: No  

  I: Right  

  I:  Did the doctor ask you if you like exercise?  
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  E: No (laughs)  

  I:  Okay.  Did the doctor ask what you eat?  

  E: No (little laughter)  

  I:  Did the doctor check your blood pressure? You know when you’ve 

got... 

 

 Asking for basic 

checks to be carried 

out  

D:  Only because I asked for it  Advocate had to ask to have blood pressure checked 

  I:  So you did?  

  E: Yeah [D: but I had to ask for that though (..) It was a good though]  

  I:  It was a good result, a good reading Blood pressure okay 

  I:  Okay, right, so, what I was going to ask is Did the doctor say that 

you need to make any changes to the way that you live your life based 

on any of the...?  

 

  E: No   
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  I: That’s a no (mumbling).  Did the doctor check your heart [E: 

No]..listen to your chest?  

 

  E: No   

 Having to ask for 

basic checks to be 

carried out   

D: No and Eddie specifically asked for that  Patient asked the GP to listen to his chest 

  I:  So you asked for that Eddie yeah?  

 GP declining to 

carry out key 

examination   

E: And she said no need The GP declined to listen to patient’s chest 

 Having to ask for 

basic checks to be 

carried out 

D: And I qualified it, but I said,‘ Eddie smokes’, I said, and she still 

didn’t do it.   

Advocate adds that patient is a smoker, but GP still declines to 

carry out respiratory examination.  

  I:  Can I ask Eddie what were your reasons for asking for the doctor to 

listen to your chest? 

 

 Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and perceptions of 

what was received  

E: Well I’ve had um em MOT er health check and  Patient says that he asked the GP to listen to his chest because it 

is part of the HC 

 D:  But that would have been one of the basic things she should have 

done 

Advocate believes that a respiratory examination should at the 

very least have been part of the HC 

  I:  Have you had a bad chest in the past or any problems with your 

chest? 
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  E: Yeah asthma [I: Alright, okay] Patient is asthmatic  

  D: Because you use inhalers don’t you Eddie? Patient uses inhalers to help manage his asthma  

  I: Okay so Eddie asked the doctor to listen to the chest and then you 

came and qualified [D: qualified] it [I: yeah] and what did you qualify it 

with, sorry Denise? 

 

 Having to ask for 

basic checks to be 

carried out 

D:  Well I said Eddie is a smoker I said he smokes quite, quite heavily 

[E: I don’t] and then he said ‘No I don’t smoke that much Denise,’ (I 

laughs) and but she still didn’t   

No respiratory examination even after clarifying that participant 

is a heavy smoker. 

  I: But she still didn’t check..? (exasperated voice)  

  E and D: No (unison)  

  I:  Right.  Did the doctor do a wee test?  Test [D: No] your wee? No  

 Clinical checks not 

carried out   

E:  No   

 I:  Did the doctor check your breathing?  How you breathe?  (gives a 

demonstration) 

 

 E: No  
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 I: Check your tummy?  

 E:No   

 I:  Did the doctor check you skin, just look at your skin?  

 E: No [I: No]  

 I:  Your eyes?  

 E:  No  

 I: Did the doctor ask in the last year have you been for an eye test?  

 E: No   

  I:  Can I just ask how are your eyes?  Eddie, how have your eyes been?  

Can you tell me... 

 

  E: Um, well I need glasses so [D: for distance and for reading], yeah, 

[and that’s only because you’ve been, I made that appointment for 

you and that you should have been wearing them as the optician said 

you should have been wearing glasses for years]  

Patient wears glasses for reading and short-sightedness (myopia) 
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Optician appointment came via PhD research and stakeholder 

organisation, not HC. 

The patient has been having to manage without glasses for years 

 

  I:  So, you’ve only recently got your glasses? The patient has only recently been given glasses 

  D:  Today [E: Hmmm] Today it is isn’t it? [E: Mmm] Yeah [I: Okay] 

Mmm. 

 

  I:  Did the doctor check your ears?  

 Issues identified-

Patient’s tinnitus 

prompts hearing 

check  

Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and what was 

received 

E: Well only because er I said that well I had tinnitus [D: Yeah, and I 

also mentioned because you said there were problems here (indicates 

throat) [E: yeah] recently you thought there was something not quite 

right there [E: mmm] I asked her if she’d check, so she did then check 

all under the jaw line [E:Yeah] and throat then and looked in your ears 

only because as you said because you mentioned your hearing  

[inaudible] [E: mmm] Wasn’t right. 

GP checked patient’s ears upon learning that patient has tinnitus 

GP checked patient’s jawline/throat upon learning that patient 

had been having some problems there  

A sense that the health check wasn’t being carried out properly  

  I: Did the doctor ask if you’ve been for a hearing test?  

  E: No  
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 Planned actions-

Patient and 

advocate requested 

hearing test 

wax in ears  

Ear drops 

prescribed  

GP will consider 

hearing test if ear 

drops fail to sort 

out wax 

D: Shall I qualify that? (looking at Eddie). We asked if you could have a 

hearing test [yeah] and she said no it was these drops in your ears first 

and to soften the wax and if you’ve got problems after that after 

about a week or two come back and we specifically asked for a 

hearing test.  [E: Hmm].  You mentioned a hearing test. 

Both advocate and participant asked for a hearing test.   

 Patient has some build up of wax in his ears  

GP said that she would consider a hearing test if the ear drops 

that she had prescribed the patient failed to sort out the wax 

after a one-two week period, at which point the patient was to 

come back and see her  

  E: And that’s been more than 2 weeks now [D: Yeah, yeah well it was 

on the X Eddie that we went for this].  Yeah, so. [You did mention a 

hearing test I know you did]. Yeah. 

Patient says that it has now been more than 2 weeks since he last 

saw GP 

Advocate confirms this 

 Clinical checks not 

carried out  

I: Okay. Did the doctor check your teeth?  

 E: No   

 I: And did the doctor ask if you’ve been to the dentist?  

 E: No  
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 I: Did the doctor check your feet?  

 E: No  

 I:  Did the doctor ask if you have any problems with walking or moving 

around? 

 

 E: No  

 I: If you have any problems with eating or drinking?  

 E: No  

 D: Did they ask those questions?  

 E: No [I: No (.) okay]  

  D: We did mention that you had problems swallowing a while ago but 

it had cleared up because we mentioned that didn’t we? [E: But she 

didn’t ask] No she didn’t know, no she didn’t ask.   

Advocate and patient raised the issue of past difficulties with 

swallowing.  These issues have since been resolved. 

The GP didn’t specifically ask about problems with 

eating/drinking/swallowing   
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The problem with swallowing appears to be related to past 

problems with H. pylori infection, which was confirmed in a blood 

test  

 E:  (..) That’s because of the helicopter thing-a-majig.  [D: Yeah 

because you had that tummy bug, er tummy er, bacteria in the tummy 

and just found out in the blood test wasn’t it? 

 

  I:  And when was that?  

  D: Sorry?  A Year or two ago  

  I:  Oh like helicobacter plori [D: yes] okay [yep, yes].  Did the doctor 

ask if you have any problems with dressing or undressing?  

 

  E: No  

  I: Going to the toilet   

  E: No  

  I: Having a bath or shower?  

  E: No  
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  I:  Right, did the doctor ask if you’ve had any vaccinations like the flu 

vaccination, you know to help stop you from catching flu...  

 

  E: No [I: No. No.]  

  I:  Did the doctor ask if you have any allergies, you know, if you get 

like, if you’re allergic to cat fur or anything like that...? 

 

  D:  I did mention that didn’t they?  [E: Hmm] Only because I think she 

wanted [E: yeah] to know what she was prescribing [E: penicillin] you 

some info and you said penicillin yeah. 

GP asks about allergies, but only in relation to medication she 

was prescribing to help treat the ear wax. 

Patient is allergic to penicillin  

 

  I:  So did the doctor ask if...?   

  D: Yes, she did ask that.  She wanted to know er what she was 

prescribing the ear stuff for you. [E: Hmm]  

 

 Manner of 

interaction 

E:  And the doctor only sort of went [mumbling-inaudible] Patient expresses negative feelings towards GP 

 D:  I know, I know, I know Eddie  Advocate acknowledges patient’s negative feelings regarding GP 

  I:  I know this is a little bit rude (E looks embarrassed and turns his 

head away), but um this is what the doctor should do, they should 

ask, if you’ve had your testicles checked (.) if you’re a man.  Did she 

ask?  

Said in response to Eddie looking embarrassed after he saw the 

‘testicles’ picture in the HC interview schedule  
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  E:  Laughs...Noooooo    

  I:  Looks like Eddie would remember that one (everyone laughs).  Did 

she ask about contraception, like condoms?  

 

  E: No, I can’t get pregnant I’m a man.  [Everyone: mild laughter) Seems to believe that only women should use contraception 

because they are the ones at risk of falling pregnant  

  I:  Did she ask about how you’ve been feeling in yourself?   

  E: Er No [I: With you know your mood?]  [D:  No]  [I: No]   

 Dissatisfaction with 

HC 

D:  It wasn’t a health check Eddie, it wasn’t.   Acknowledgement that this wasn’t a HC 

  I:  Can I ask you Eddie (.) um I mean she’s obviously checked your ears 

[D: because we asked], because you asked, can I ask did the doctor [D: 

and she did check the jawline and here] did the doctor tell you what 

was going to happen before she looked in your ears (.) before she 

checked you over?  

 

  E: No [D: No, not really did she]  

  I:  Did she let you try any of the equipment out?  Did she have a look 

in with that, did she let you have..? 
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  E: No  

  I: No  

  I:  So, can I ask were you able to ask any questions?  

 Manner of 

interaction 

E:  I was er scared to ask The patient was scared to ask questions 

 GP declining to 

carry out key 

examinations  

Time constraints 

D:  Well, put it this way the questions we did ask weren’t, weren’t 

qualified [I: Hmmm] How can I say Eddie asked for his chest to be 

examined, it wasn’t done so it was like [I: Hmm] [E: Hmmm], get in 

and get out 

GP failed to act upon requests made by both patient and 

advocate  

There was a feeling of being rushed  

  I:  Well I was going to ask if you felt listened to, but I think that’s kind 

of been answered, hasn’t it? (softly) [D: yeah] 

 

  I:  So...  

 Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and what was 

received 

D:  It was obvious the doctor didn’t realise this was a health check The advocate was of the opinion that GP didn’t seem to know 

what the HC entailed.  

  I:  So, I I’ve got the question here about did the doctor find any 

problems when doing the check, well it was obviously there’s 

something with the ears, wasn’t there?  
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  D:  Yeah [I: Yeah]  

  I:  So was an actual infection found in the ear or (..) was it just some 

drops? 

 

  D:  No it was just er some drops to soften [E: Hmm] the wax  The patient was prescribed drops to treat the ear wax 

  I:  So, you’ve got wax in the ears is that it?  

  D:  Yeah [E: Hmm] She did say to come back after you’ve used them 

for a week or two [I: okay] to see [inaudible] 

 

  E:  Well I’ve used them a week and... The patient says that he’s been using the drops for a week 

  D: We’ll have a chat about what you’re going to do (..) Okay?  

 Planned actions and 

perceptions-Finds 

ear drops 

unpleasant 

E: I don’t like using drops because its; er I I I can’t stand the... The patient doesn’t like using the drops 

 D:  The feeling of it is it?  

 E: Yeah [D: Okay] The patient doesn’t like the sensation of the drops in his ears 
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  I:  Yeah, they do feel quite um strange in the ear [E: Hmm] don’t, don’t 

they? So I can...Okay so the doctor said to come back in a week or two 

if you [D: yeah, have to use the drops, book the hearing test].  And a 

hearing test has been booked? 

 

  D:  Nothing’s been booked A hearing test is yet to be booked  

  I:  Nothing’s been booked yet.  Is the, Is the, has the doctor said she’s 

going to book a hearing test? 

 

 Patient/advocate to 

follow up 

D:  No. [I: No]. That was up to us to follow this up.  [I: Okay] Patient’s/Advocate’s responsibility to follow up on hearing test 

 Exercising one’s 

rights to change 

surgeries/GP 

  

E: No, no, but I think I’m changing surgeries if I, if I don’t see a doctor I 

like I’m goin... 

If the situation doesn’t improve the patient is contemplating 

changing surgeries  

 D: We can always ask when the lady’s coming back [I: Hmm].  Make 

enquiries.  You know the nice lady doctor? 

Advocate suggests enquiring after the female GP with whom the 

patient has a good relationship 

  E: Hmmm  

  I:  Okay, we’re on to the, nearly getting there now, um we’ve got did 

the doctor check for any illnesses or problems that you already have?  

 

  E: No [I: Well,not with the...not really (talking to self)] [D: no] [I: No] GP didn’t enquire about any pre-existing conditions 

  I:  Did, did the doctor actually ask if you take any medicines or tablets 

or inhalers or?  
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 No medication 

review 

E: No No medication review  

 D:  Trying to think because you didn’t have a prescription for new 

inhalers or anything did you Eddie?  

 

 E: No, but I did er that time when I went to see the other doctor [D: 

No, but it wasn’t this time [E: No] was it?] [E: No] 

No prescriptions given for new inhalers 

  I:  Eddie, you said about asthma, do you have um asthma now, are 

you being, do you take an inhaler with your asthma? [E: Yeah] 

 

  I: Yeah  

  E: Becotide and ventolin  Patient takes becotide and Ventolin to help manage his asthma 

symptoms 

  I: So did the doctor ask, did the doctor ask if you take any inhalers, 

medicines or tablets for anything? 

 

 No medication 

review 

E: No  No medication review  

 Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and perceptions of 

what was received  

D:  I can’t remember that put it put I just thought she should have 

seen and checked that anyway on his medical records.   

Advocate believes that medication should have been reviewed  
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  I:  Can I just ask was it you that had to say that Eddie has asthma or   

  E:  No Eddie said that  The patient told the GP that he was asthmatic  

  I:  Eddie said it didn’t he, so then it’s unlikely that she should have 

asked.  Do you see anyone for your asthma Eddie? 

 

 Unsupported self-

management of 

asthma /asthma 

unmonitored  

E: No Patient doesn’t see anyone to help him manage his asthma 

 I:  Asthma nurse?  No one? No?  

 D:  Because in our surgery there’s an asthma clinic [I: Hmm].  My 

father attends regularly.   

Advocate points out at that her father regularly attends an 

asthma clinic at his GP surgery 

  I: What did you say the, you said you had an inhaler, don’t you? [E: 

Yeah] What’s your inhaler called again Eddie, sorry?  

 

  E: Ventolin and...  

  D:  Beco what is it?  

  E:  Becotide or something like that [D: yeah]  
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  I: Yeah becotide, yeah.  How many times a day do you take that then? 

(..)How do you take it? 

 

 Unsupported self-

management of 

asthma 

 

E:  Well the blue one ventolin [I: you take it] er when I when I need it 

[I:when you need it, don’t you, yeah] and you take, I’m supposed to 

take the brown one to prevent it but I keep forgetting  

The patient explains that he takes one inhaler to relieve 

symptoms when they occur and another to stop the symptoms 

from developing-combination inhalers. He forgets to take the 

latter.  

 Unsupported self-

management of 

asthma/asthma 

unmonitored  

I:  Okay, have you ever seen anyone, like an asthma nurse?   

 E:  No  The patient doesn’t see anyone, like an asthma nurse, to help 

manage his symptoms 

  I:  Okay, when was the last time you saw a doctor about your asthma 

Eddie, do you remember? 

 

  E:  (..) Specialist er doctor or...?  

  I:  Well anyone er (..) Your GP, anyone?  

  E: Well my GP when I er at X remember (directing at D)? The patient says that he has spoken to his GP about his asthma  

 D:  Did you talk about the um asthma medication?  
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 E: Ventolin, yeah because er we had er [D: we had a prescription 

didn’t we] yeah [D: Yeah okay] and he and I had a dog bite and er he 

said, ‘Oh tut tu tu’ [Oh that was when we see a doctor about three or 

four weeks earlier to this one wasn’t it? Yeah, yeah] 

The GP gave the patient a prescription for his asthma medication.   

The patient had originally gone to see the GP about a dog bite 

 I:  So when was that then, the last time you were just?  

 D:  Oh that was in July I think that was   

  

 

 

 

Asthma 

unmonitored  

I:  So the last time asthma was discussed would have been about..?  

 D:  It wasn’t discussed then [I: it wasn’t discussed then]. [E: No] No. 

You just had your repeat prescription, he just had your prescription 

for you because you asked for it 

Patient was just given a repeat prescription for asthma 

medication  

Patient had to request this 

 I:  So, it’s been some time since your asthma was last checked, would 

you say? 

 

 D: When was it, when was it reviewed last, your medication?  

 E:  Never have [D: Okay] [I: Right] (inaudible-I laughs) Patient says that his asthma medication has never been properly 

reviewed 

  I: How do you get on with your asthma [inaudible]?  How do you get 

on with, how do you get on with your asthma inhalers? 
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  E:  Fine [Yeah? Okay?]  Take it to a pub and er buy it a drink [D: laughs] Patient joke? 

 

  I:  How’s your chest, how’s your chest (..) your chest has been alright 

this year you said... 

 

  E: Yeah [I: yeah, okay] laughs  The patient hasn’t had problems with his chest this year 

  I:  I’m going to ask this and I think I know what the answer is going to 

be but, did you get a health action plan?  

 

 No HAP 

Patient never heard 

of HAP 

E: No.  What is a health action plan?  Patient has never heard of a health action plan 

  I:  Well a health action plan is like a, like a piece of paper that should 

have had every, that should have had what was discussed during the 

health check and it should have said a plan for what should happen 

next in terms of your health on it  

 

  D:  Like eating a bit healthier, doing a bit of exercise [I: yeah and how 

you go about that], drinking and things like that  

Advocate provides examples of what might be included in a HAP 

 GPs’ own lifestyle 

acting as a barrier 

to positive 

behaviour change  

E: (Sighs) Doctors know nothing.  They drink.  Remember, remember 

that time we went to the doctors and we went to get a prescription 

from the chemist and we were walking back to the car park and there 

was this doctor there having a cigarette [D: Yes (laughs)]   

Patient feels cynical towards GPs who don’t take care of their 

own health and wellbeing, but expect their patients to engage in 

lifestyle behavioural change.  

Patient recalls once seeing a GP having a cigarette in the car park 

after a visit to the surgery  
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 I:  But say you had something [E: Bloody hypocrite] like diabetes or 

something like that then you would need a health action plan 

Patient perceives GPs who don’t follow their own advice as 

hypocrites.  

  E: No I haven’t got diabetes [I: I know, but] [D: No thankfully you 

haven’t Eddie] 

 

  I: No, you haven’t.   But you have asthma   

  E: Yeah   

  I: You might need help with that.  Okay, last question you’ll be pleased 

to hear.  Eddie, you’ve done really well.  Could you tell me your 

thoughts on your health check. 

 

  E:  Er, can I swear?  

  I: Yeah, you have my permission (said warmly)  

 Patient 

dissatisfaction with 

HC 

E:  F’ing crap Patient expresses strong negative feelings about HC 

  I:  Okay, yep.  And what would have made it better in your, your 

thoughts?  

 

 Patient 

dissatisfaction with 

GP 

E:  A different doctor.  [I: okay] Patient feels a different doctor would have made the HC better 
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  I: Would you like to add anything? (to Denise)  

  D: Yes if the doctor had knew for a start that we were coming in for a 

health check which I booked the appointment for in front of Eddie, so 

we naturally assumed that’s what we were going to have. 

Expectation that GP would have known that they were there for 

a HC 

  E: Remember Dr X?  [D: yes] We went to see him once for a health 

check.  We do do health checks because I had a health check with Dr 

X.   

Patient recalls a previous HC with a different doctor  

 Previous poor 

quality HC 

D:  Not, he didn’t do what he should have done when we went there 

with me.  He only did a few things and that’s because I was asking for 

blood tests remember? 

Advocate recalls previous GP failing to adequately carry out HC 

  I: Is, is before I stop this interview is there anything else Eddie you’d 

like to add?   Anything else you’d like to say? 

 

 Exercising one’s 

right to change 

surgeries  

E: Nah.  I want to change the surgery to a different surgery. [I: Okay] 

[inaudible] 

Patient states that he would like to change surgeries  

  D: Can I say something as well?  

  I: Yeah, course, yeah  

 Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and perceptions of 

what was received  

D: I just wish that um as I said I naturally assumed that Eddie was 

going to have a health check on that er day and when he didn’t get it 

and the attitude to start with from the doctor initially when we 

walked in I thought there’s no chance we had one, have anything and 

when we returned to the X I spoke to my colleagues downstairs and 

um they said Denise this should all have been done and I contacted 

the surgery and spoke to the receptionist about it that we were 

Naturally assumed this would be a HC 

GP’s negative attitude upon arrival led advocate to doubt that 

patient was going to get a HC 

Advocate raised concerns with colleagues  
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Discrepancy 

between 

expectations of care 

and perceptions of 

what was received  

 

Incentivised and 

non-incentivised 

practices  

Resolving concerns 

 

 

expecting to have a health check and what did the lady tell me, let’s 

have a look [looks at notes]...oh yes, um the receptionist um I said I 

spoke to her about our concerns, asked her for feedback because I 

told her that I naturally assumed that Eddie was going to have, sorry, 

was going to have a health check, so fair play the office manager got 

back to me within  quarter of an hour and tried to tell me that the 

surgery don’t do learning disability annual health checks.  I spoke to a 

lady about our X and ran through some of the checks that should have 

been undertaken.  She was very receptive and I forwarded her the 

links to some useful sites and resources on the annual health checks 

by email.  She told me that she would look in to this with the 

possibility of introducing this scheme.  Um I’ve emailed her today, 

which is the X of X, and the health check was, the alleged health check 

was undertaken on the X, and I’m still waiting back from her, but I will 

keep chasing it up (.) [D: Okay] and um and that’s about it. 

Colleagues told advocate what HC should have entailed  

Advocate made a complaint to the practice  

Advocate heard back from the practice manager, who stated that 

the surgery  isn’t signed up to the DES 

Information has been shared with the practice, as well as links to 

sites and resources relating to the HC 

The surgery is considering introducing the scheme  

  I:  Alright, are you both okay if I stop the interview there?  Communication between the stakeholder organisation and the 

GP practice is ongoing  

  D:  Yeah   

  I:  Yeah?  

  E:  Yeah  
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  END  

 

Initial themes:   

Health check treated as a routine appointment  

Asking for basic checks to be carried out/GP declining to carry out key examinations  

Clinical checks not being carried out  

Not having the necessary equipment  

No HAP/Never heard of HAP 

Discomfort around waiting  

Issues identified  

Actions  

Follow up 

Discrepancy between expectations of care and perceptions of what was received  

Dissatisfaction   

Manner of interaction 

Role of the supporter at the AHC 

Previous poor quality health check  

GP’s lifestyle acting as a barrier to positive behavioural change (not HC) 

Exercising one’s right to change surgeries  
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Resolving concerns  

No medication review   

Unsupported self-management of asthma  

Asthma unmonitored 

Familiarity of GP important concern  

Relationship with GP important concern 

Time constraints  

Incentivised and non-incentivised practices 
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Main themes (with subordinate themes):   

 

Main themes  
 

S Themes  

 
HC Standard and process 
 
At the time of the first interview Eddie was living 
relatively independently.  According to his advocate he 
was struggling to care for himself and was someone who 
infrequently went to the GP 
 
 
Eddie booked a health check in order to partake in the research.  He 
was accompanied to his health check by an advocate from the 
stakeholder organisation.   
 
The quality of Eddie’s health check appears to have been very poor. 
he health check appears to have been treated as a routine 
appointment.  Rushing a patient is likely to get in the way of 
establishing rapport, and therefore, the facilitation of 
communication.   
 
 

 
Health check treated as a routine appointment  

 
The advocate remarked that the receptionists seemed to think that 
Eddie was coming for an ordinary appointment rather than for an 
annual health check:  

 
D:  Well I mentioned the health check.  I don’t think well they take took 
that much notice I just, I just think that she thought it was just an ordinary 
appointment   p 3 

 
Time constraints  
 
The advocate reported Eddie not having sufficient time when seeing the 
GP:   
 
D:  it was like [I: Hmm] [E: Hmmm], get in and get out   p 20 
 
 

Asking for basic checks to be carried out/GP declining to carry out 
key examinations  
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 According to Eddie and his advocate the GP’s manner of interaction 
was poor. Not only were clinical checks not carried out but the GP 
declined to check Eddie’s chest despite both Eddie and the advocate 
making a case as to why this was needed, i.e. Eddie is a heavy 
smoker and has had problems with his chest in the past.  Many 
essential clinic checks were not carried out.   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eddie and the advocate asked the GP to check weight, blood 
pressure and breathing.  The GP declined to carry out a respiratory 
check. 

 
Both Eddie and the advocate asked the GP to check his chest, but the 
GP declined.  This was despite the advocate pointing out to the GP 
that Eddie is a smoker:   
 
D: I tell you what because Eddie had asked, he asked specifically to, if you 
don’t me saying this (looks at Eddie and Eddie indicates for her to go on) he 
asked to have his chest listened to didn’t you [E: Hmm] and she said, ‘No’, 
she wasn’t going to do it and I said, ‘Well Eddie is a smoker’, I said ‘And he 
smokes quite a bit now.  P 9 
 
‘Eddie smokes’, I said, and she still didn’t do it.  P 11 
 
Eddie and his advocate asked the GP to check his weight as there have 
been concerns about Eddie’s weight in the past:   
 
I:  Okay, Eddie, did the doctor check your weight? 
E:  Had to ask  
I: Okay, so yes, but only after you’d asked.   
D: Only because there were concerns in the past, concerns because Eddie 
had been losing weight   p 8 
 

Clinical checks not being carried out  

 
A large number of checks were not carried out, during the health 
check including sensory, urinalysis, breathing and abdominal checks:  
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I:  Did the doctor check your breathing?  How you breathe?  (gives a 
demonstration) 
E:  No   
                  p 13 
 
… 
 
I:  Your eyes? 
E: No      
                       P 13 
 
 
 

 
 
No HAP/Never heard of HAP 
 
There was no health action plan and Eddie appeared not to 
understand what one is:   

 
I:  Did you get a health action plan? 
E: No.  What is a health action plan? 
          P27 
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Reasonable adjustments and other considerations  
 
 
Eddie described his discomfort at having to wait in a busy waiting 
area before his appointment among poorly members of the public.   
 

There were no scales in the doctor’s room to weigh Eddie. 
 
 

Discomfort around waiting  
 
E: Well (.) Don’t like it when I’m around sick people because they and there 
were a few coughing their lungs up [inaudible] p 2 

 
Not having the necessary equipment  
 
There were no scales in the room to weigh Eddie:  

 
D: ‘And there were no scales in the er in the er room so she had to go out 
and get them.’ p 8 

 

 

Issues identified and actions taken  
 
There was one issue identified at the health check.  Eddie 
told the GP that he had been suffering with ringing in his 
ears.  Eddie was found to have a build-up of wax in the 
ears and the GP prescribed ear drops to help with the 
problem. Eddie was told that if the problem persists, he 
could come back and request a hearing test.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Issues identified:  
 
Eddie told the GP that he had been suffering with ringing in his ears: 
 
I said that well I had tinnitus p 14 
 
Actions 
 
Eddie and his advocate asked for a hearing test but were told by the GP to 
try the ear drops first to see if this helped sort the problem: 
 
We asked if you could have a hearing test [yeah] and she said no it was 
these drops in your ears first and to soften the wax and if you’ve got 
problems after that after about a week or two come back and we 
specifically asked for a hearing test.  [E: Hmm].  You mentioned a hearing 
test.      P 15 
 
Eddie has struggled to use the ear drops: 
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E: I don’t like using drops because its; er I I I can’t stand the... 
D:  The feeling of it is it?  
E: Yeah [D: Okay]   
                              pp 21-22  
 
Follow up  
 
In terms of follow up, the GP informed Eddie that he was to come back if 
he were having further problems with his hearing.  The GP would then 
consider a hearing test:  
 
D:  That was up to us to follow this up.  P 22 
 

Participants’ overall perspectives   
 
There was a huge discrepancy between expectations of care and 
what was actually received.  Both patient and advocate expected a 
much higher standard of health check and a better manner of 
interaction from the GP.  This led to feelings of dissatisfaction.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Discrepancy between expectations of care and perceptions of what was 
received  
 
Then I realised then that we [I: it wasn’t] we weren’t going to get very far 
with this doctor [okay] , you know alarms bells rung realising does this 
doctor know exactly [I: what] what was, what it entailed p 7  
 
D:  But that would have been one of the basic things she should have done 
p 11 
 
D:  It was obvious the doctor didn’t realise this was a health check p 21 
 
 
D: only because as you said because you mentioned your hearing  
[inaudible] [E: mmm] Wasn’t right. P 14 
 
D:  I just wish that um as I said I naturally assumed that Eddie was going to 
have a health check on that er day and when he didn’t get it and the 
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attitude to start with from the doctor initially when we walked in I thought 
there’s no chance we had one, have anything  p 30  
 
Dissatisfaction   
 
I:  Could you tell me your thoughts on your health check. 
E:  Er, can I swear? 
I: Yeah, you have my permission (said warmly) 
E:  F’ing crap 
         pp 28-9 
 
D:  It wasn’t a health check Eddie, it wasn’t.  p 19  
 
I: And what would have made it better in your, your thoughts? 
E:  A different doctor.  [I: okay] 
    P 29 
 
 

Communication issues  
 
Eddie was accompanied to the HC by an advocate at the stakeholder 
organisation 

 
 
Eddie and his advocate found the GP to be unwelcoming in attitude 
and negative in manner.  Eddie clearly felt intimidated by the GP as 
he felt too ‘scared’ to ask questions 
 

 
 
 

 

Role of the supporter at the HC  
 
 
I:  But did you go on your own to the doctor’s surgery  
E:  No I went with Denise   p 1 
 
 
 
Manner of interaction 
 
D: You spoke first and then I and, then she asked me who was I, I said I was 
supporting Eddie, mentioned the organisation and that Eddie was here for 
his health check or MOT 
I: And then what happened? 
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E:  Well, well then said ah, um we don’t have health um MOTs, we’re not 
cars 
I:  Oh (soft, sounding shocked) (..) Okay (soft)  p 6 
 
 
E:  And the doctor only sort of went [mumbling-inaudible] p 18 
… 
 
 
 
E:  Now she said ‘COME IN’ er 
D: You spoke first and then I and, then she asked me who was I, I said I was 
supporting Eddie, mentioned the organisation and that Eddie was here for 
his health check or MOT   
         P 21 
 
… 
I:  So, can I ask were you able to ask any questions? 
E:  I was er scared to ask      p 20 
 
 

 

Keeping healthy  
 
Health checks are only some of the health consultations that people 
with a LD experience, yet there is little in the research literature on 
the effects of health encounters on self-concept.  The attitudes of 
the health professional towards the person with a LD may affect 
relationships in future health consultations, which, in turn, may 
impact on thoughts, feelings and behaviours related to help-seeking 
behaviour, disclosure and engagement in healthcare (Chapman, 
Lovell and Bramwell, 2017).    

 
 
  
 
GP’s lifestyle acting as a barrier to positive behavioural change (not HC) 
 
D:  Like eating a bit healthier, doing a bit of exercise [I: yeah and how you 
go about that], drinking and things like that 
 
E: (Sighs) Doctors know nothing.  They drink.  Remember, remember that 
time we went to the doctors and we went to get a prescription from the 
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Negative encounters with health care professionals may also have 
impacted on Eddie’s ability to engage with health care services, as 
well as to take on board any healthcare advice.  For instance, during 
the interview Eddie showed a lack of trust around GPs, and this trust 
seemed to act as barrier to positive behavioural change in terms of 
adopting healthier lifestyle habits.  Eddie couldn’t see why he should 
have to change his behaviour when there were GPs who didn’t lead 
healthy lifestyles themselves.   
   
 
 
 

chemist and we were walking back to the car park and there was this 
doctor there having a cigarette [D: Yes (laughs)] …bloody hypocrite  
 
        p 28 

Challenging poor standards of care  
 
Both Eddie and the advocate felt that they should respond to the 
poor care that Eddie had received.  Eddie wanted to change 
surgeries, whereas the advocate made a formal complaint to the 
surgery.  Upon making the complaint the advocate was informed by  
the surgery that the surgery wasn’t actually signed up to the DES, but 
were open to considering signing up to the service.    
 

•  It’s important to note that both Eddie and the advocate 
believe that Eddie had had a previous poor-quality HC at this 
surgery  

 

 
Exercising one’s right to change surgeries  
 
E: No, no, but I think I’m changing surgeries if I, if I don’t see a doctor I like 
I’m goin... p 22 
 
E: Nah.  I want to change the surgery to a different surgery. [I: Okay] 
[inaudible] p 30 
 
Undergoing complaints procedure with the practice  
 
 
Resolving concerns  
 
She was very receptive and I forwarded her the links to some useful sites 
and resources on the annual health checks by email.  She told me that she 
would look in to this with the possibility of introducing this scheme p31 
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Incentivised and non-incentivised practices  
 
It appears as if the surgery where Eddie had his health check wasn’t an 
incentivised practice  

D: ‘She told me that she would look in to this with the possibility of 
introducing this scheme’p31 
 
 

Unsupported self-management of health conditions  
 
At the health check the GP did not ask about Eddie’s asthma.  Eddie’s 
asthma didn’t appear well managed.  Eddie had asthma inhalers but 
acknowledged that he didn’t always use them properly.  Eddie’s 
asthma also didn’t appear to be well monitored.  According to Eddie 
he has never seen an asthma nurse and had never had his asthma 
medication reviewed.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No medication review (asthma) 
At the health check: 
I: So did the doctor ask, did the doctor ask if you take any inhalers, 
medicines or tablets for anything? 
E: No       pp 23-24 

 
 
 
Unsupported self-management of asthma  
 
 
I’m supposed to take the brown one to prevent it but I keep forgetting    
p 25  
 
I:  Okay, have you ever seen anyone, like an asthma nurse? 
E:  No      p 25 
 
Asthma unmonitored  
 
D: When was it, when was it reviewed last, your medication? 
E:  Never have [D: Okay] [I: Right] (inaudible-I laughs) 
    p 27 
 
 

Continuity of care  
 
Eddie was surprised to see an unfamiliar GP at his AHC.   

 
Familiarity of GP important concern  
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Eddie’s usual GP is a female doctor who is currently on maternity leave. It 
was clear from this interview that Eddie likes this GP and has a good 
relationship with her.   
 
At a previous surgery Eddie would see the same doctor and he clearly 
valued this continuity of care.   

 
 
  
 

I: So it was a bit of a surprise seeing somebody different, yeah? 
E:  Yeah…because when I used to go to the doctor in X my doctor used to 
be called X and every time I used to go to the doctors I used to see X (same 
doctor) or if he was off X but I knew them two doctors but in the surgery 
now I didn’t know er double barrel name [D: Yeah] [I: Didn’t know it], no, 
what her name is and the attitude she had [D: Hmmm]    p5 
 
 
Relationship with GP important concern 
 
No I like seeing er my doctor is a lady doctor and I can’t remember her 
name but (.) [D: She was very nice the lady we saw [E: Yeah] last year 
wasn’t she? She was lovely] but she went and got herself up the duff and 
[inaudible] [ D: She really had time for you that lady.  Yeah.]  P5 
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 Interview 3: Participant:  John 

  Original Transcript   

  I:  So John it’s our last interview today [J:  It’s sad to do this, it’s 
sad] Yeah, yeah, we’ve met four [J: Four, three times] well three 
interviews and the we met um to discuss the possibility of you 
doing this didn’t we? [J: That’s fourth time, four times] yeah,  
four times, so yeah, we are at the last one, so um, how have 
things been with your health since we last met?   

 

  J:  It’s been okay, no problems at all  John says that his health has been okay and that he has 
been sleeping better  

 I:  Oh that’s good isn’t it?  

 J:  I find I’m sleeping better  

 I:  And you’re sleeping better too.  Okay, that’s brilliant.    

  J:  I went to the doctor’s to make me relax  John says that he went to see his GP about his poor 
sleep/anxiety/restlessness  

 Medical treatment 
for sleeplessness 
and anxiety  

I:  Oh that’s fantastic.  Okay, so let’s, let’s have a look at that 
while we’re on it um because I do have a picture, I actually 
found a picture of somebody who’s looking, I think, looking like 
they really can’t sleep [looking for picture] because last time we 
met you still weren’t sleeping very well   
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  J:  I wasn’t was I, no  At the last interview, John wasn’t sleeping very well  

 I:  Here we go [Shows picture] so here’s my picture of 
somebody [J:  Got a picture?] yeah somebody, look, can’t sleep  

 

 I:  Can’t sleep [J: Can’t sleep] yep, so that’s someone who, you 
know that horrible feeling where you’re like ‘Oh, I just can’t 
sleep’ 

 

 J: I been like that a few months ago   

 I: You were like that a few months ago [J: Yeah], yeah, and you 
were like that in the first interview as well  

 

 J:  And the second   

 I:  Yeah and the second.  So, what happened then?   

 J: I went to the doctor’s, gave me some tablets to make me 
sleep  

The GP gave John some medication to help with his 
sleeplessness/anxiety  

 I:  Oh, so you went to the GP [J:  Yeah] That’s brilliant and what 
did the GP say?  

 J: He said give me some sleeping tablets to make me relax  
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  I:  Okay.  So you told the GP about [J: I did, I couldn’t sleep]   Did 
you tell the GP anything about um because when we spoke 
about you not being able to sleep you said that you thought 
that there might be some reasons as to why-  

 

 J:  Like, like that thing about my mum and all that (.) when she 
died  

 

 I:  Did you tell the GP that?   

 Loss of mother J:  I did [I: okay] and he understood  John told the GP how he had been struggling since the 
death of his mother.  John says that the GP was 
understanding. 

 Medical treatment 
for sleeplessness 
and anxiety 

I:  Oh that’s great [gently] That’s brilliant.  Oh I think that’s 
excellent John and I also think it was really brave of you that 
you went and did that  

 

 J:  Because men don’t like going to the doctor’s, women do, so 
I’ve been told  

 

 I: [gentle laughter] Did you, did you make that appointment on 
your own John?  

 

 J:  On my own  John made the appointment  

 I: Okay and was that with your usual GP?   
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  J:  No it was a different one  The appointment wasn’t with John’s usual GP  

 I:  It was a different one, okay.  And this GP was really good, am 
I right?  

 

 Differences in 
manner of 
interaction 
between GPs 

J:  Yes he was good, the first one I had wasn’t much good at all 
[I: Okay] didn’t have no help at all from the first GP   

*Had visited GP before.  It was good that John went back.  
John had spoken previously to another GP about his 
problems with sleep, but had found the GP to be unhelpful. 

 I:  So what was good about this GP?   

 J:  He had more time to help, he had more time for disabled 
people [I: Okay] the first one had no time for me, the first one  

John felt that his GP had more time for him and a better 
understanding of the needs of people with an ID 

 I:  So what did he do that was good?   

 J:  He said he’d make me more relaxed [I: okay] and talked to 
me as well like a like a disabled person not like a baby  

John says that the GP told him that they would help to 
make him feel more relaxed.  John says that the GP treated 
him like an ‘individual’ not a child  

 I:  So you think he talked to you as a um… 

 J:  As an individual yes  

 Medical treatment 
for sleep 

I:  Okay and then he gave you something to help you [J: to help 
me to sleep better] and how have the tablets been?  

John finds that the tablets are helping him to feel less 
anxious and more relaxed  
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 disturbance and 
anxiety  

J:  Been good, make me more relaxed   

 I: You seem more relaxed in yourself as well, so are you going 
to, did the GP say anything about you going back to see how 
the tablets are getting on? 

 

 J:  He did say that, yes in a couple of months’ time  John’s progress/medication will be reviewed in a couple of 
months’ time  

 I:  Okay, so will you make an appointment then?   

 J:  Get an appointment then yes   

  I:  That’s brilliant.  Well, that’s great isn’t it?    

  J:  That’s good yeah   

  I:  I’m really pleased for you   

  J:  I’m more relaxed today do you reckon?   

  I:  Well you certainly seem it.  [J: Laughs] That’s brilliant.  I’m 
really pleased for you John.  Okay, so, how are things, the next 
question is how are things going with um and I’m so sorry the 
picture is a bit on the small side, I can’t seem to get this picture 
to enlarge [J:  The table’s gone from there]   I know it doesn’t 
help does it really? Can you see that picture very well John?   
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  J:  Yes   

  I:  Yeah, so   

  J:  It means somebody else does it?   

  I:  Yeah that’s somebody having their blood pressure so I was 
wondering how, how are thing with your blood pressure?  

 

 Thoughts and 
feelings about 
present health 
status  

J:  It’s a bit, it’s a bit high at the moment [I:  Okay] because my 
mum’s been gone two years, two years last weekend. Mum 
died two years.  Do you know my mum died?  

John’s BP is a bit high at present.  John attributes this to it 
being the second anniversary of his mother’s death  

  I:  Yes, yeah   

  J:  Two years ago last weekend   

  I:  So it’s, it’s the anniversary   

  J:  Anniversary last weekend   

  I:  Okay, did you do anything to remember your mum?   

  J: Went to the, went up to the, to the what do they call it, is it 
the crem?  
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  I:  The cemetery?   

  J:  The cemetery, put flowers on the grave   

  I:  Did that help?   

  J:  I was crying at the time, well my blood pressure went up 
then they said  

 

  I:  I think anniversaries in particular can be quite difficult days 
can’t they? 

 

  J: They can can’t it yeah   

  I:  Did it help to do something to help to remember her on that 
day?  

 

  J:  I prayed for her   

  I:  Yeah, did you go with dad?   

  J:  With dad yes   

  I:  Okay, it sounds lovely what you did [J: Nice yeah] taking your 
mum some flowers [J: Flowers]  
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  I: Okay so it’s been two years  

  J:  It’s been hard the last two years for me   

  I: Yeah, yes I can hear that John.  Across all the three interviews 
[J: Yes] I can hear how difficult it’s been for you to have lost 
your mum and how that has affected your health [J: Health ain’t 
it a bit yes], yeah, I know that you were going to, you were 
going to see the nurse last time I saw you, um, because at the 
time it was still a little bit high wasn’t it your blood pressure [J:  
A bit high, yes] Did you, your appointment was booked for 
September [J: It was yeah] Did you go to that appointment?  

 

  J:  I did  John went to see the nurse about his BP in September 

  I: Okay, how did that, how did that go John?   

  J:  A bit difficult because it was the two years thing about my 
mum [I: Okay] and that’s why they said the blood was high  

John’s BP was raised.  This was attributed to it being the 
second anniversary of his mother’s death.  

  I:  It was high, so because you were doing really well weren’t 
you in terms of losing weight- 

 

 Actions taken by 
oneself and 
perceptions 

J:  I’ve lost more weight  John has lost more weight  
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  I:  Yeah I can see and exercising  John has been doing lots more walking in the time between 
interviews.  However, he hasn’t been walking much lately 
because of the bad weather.   

 J:  Yeah I do a lot more, I do a lot of walking.  I haven’t done 
much walking lately because it’s been too wet 

 

 I:  We’ve had a lot of rain haven’t we?   

 J:  Yeah   

 I:  So when you went to see-  

 J:  Have I lost weight do you reckon I have?   

 I:  You have, yeah and actually each time I see you, you can see 
that you have lost weight  

 

 J:  Since the last time you saw me do you think I’ve lost more 
weight?  

 

 I:  Yeah you can see that you’re getting slimmer and it looks like 
you’ve put a lot of work in  

 

 J:  I have [Inaudible] and a lot of salads like I said  John has been eating healthy foods  
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  I:  Yeah, you can tell, you can tell you’re doing that John.  John 
when you saw the nurse [J: Yeah] um obviously your blood 
pressure was still on the high side [J: The high, yeah] did the 
nurse tell you to um make any changes, any more changes? 

 

  J:  She said anniversary, more relax more  John says that the nurse told him to relax more  

  I: So she told you to relax more?  

  J:  Yeah  

  I:  Did she tell you how you could relax?   

  J:  She said, she said about ten minutes to watch the tele to 
relax  

The nurse advised John to watch television to help him to 
relax  

  I:  Right, okay, did she say anything else?   

 Ongoing monitoring 
of BP 

J:  She said, she said come back in a couple of months’ time 
again to do the bloods again  

John was told to come back in a couple of months’ time for 
another review  

  I:  Did she tell you any other ways to relax?   

  J:  She didn’t [I: Okay]  

  I:  Did she give you anything to take away with you?   
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  J:  No.  She should done really shouldn’t she?  

  I:  Um [J: Do you think she should?] I was just wondering 
whether she had  

 

  J: She hasn’t no   

  I: Okay, did, did you understand everything that the nurse said?   

 The need for clear 
communication  

J:  Some of it bit too bigger words, don’t understand John struggled to understand some of the more specialist 
terminology used by the nurse  

 I:  Right, okay  

 J:  Jargon they call it  

 I:  So there were some things that confused you 

 J:  It did yeah  

 I:  Do you feel comfortable enough John to say to the nurse that 
you don’t understand?  

John says that he wouldn’t feel comfortable or have the 
confidence to tell the nurse that that he is struggling to 
understand what she is saying  

 J:  I don’t, no.  I should do should I?  

 I:  Would you feel comfortable doing that John that’s the 
question?  
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  J:  I’d need more confidence for that, need more confidence  

 I:  So do you feel that you would be confident or not?  

 J:  Not really  

 I:  Not really, okay, alright.   

  J:  Sorry about that   

  I: No don’t apologise John, that’s fine.  Do you know what John 
not all people do feel confident to say, ‘Excuse me I’m 
struggling to understand,’ so that’s fine and also sometimes 
when you’re in that situation and as you said yourself you have 
autism and a learning disability [J: Yeah, yeah] you’re trying to 
concentrate hard [J: Hard.  It’s difficult] it’s very difficult to then 
say, ‘Excuse me’ isn’t it? [J: Yes, yes] so um, okay, so you’re not 
always understanding everything the nurse is saying.  Did you 
get an opportunity at all to talk to the nurse about your blood 
pressure, about anything that was worrying you if you did have 
any- 

 

  J:  I did yes   

  I:  So you felt that you did talk to her about everything that you 
did want to talk to her about?  
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  J:  Yes, but I couldn’t understand what she said back  John feels that he had the opportunity to talk to the nurse 
about his concerns, but couldn’t always understand 
everything that she said   

  I: So you were telling her what you wanted to say [J: Yes], but 
you couldn’t always understand [J: Couldn’t understand, no] 
what she was saying  

 

  J:  I got to speak the truth   

  I:  Of course, so I guess you must have left her room feeling a bit 
confused about some things  

 

  J: I did, yeah   

 Diet tools and 
accessibility  

I:  Okay.  Did the nurse ask you about your diet sheet? The nurse asked John about his diet sheet 

 J:  She did yes   

 I:  And how you’re getting on with it   

 J:  Yes she did   

 I:  How are you getting on with it?   

 J:  Doing okay, I’m doing quite well with it   
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  I:  That’s good   

 Actions taken by 
oneself and 
perceptions  

J:  I’m keeping to my diet  John feels that he is doing okay with his diet sheet and that 
he is adhering to his diet  

 Diet tools and their 
accessibility  

I:  Because your dad helps you with that doesn’t he?   

 J:  He does yeah  John’s father continues to support him with his diet 

 I: Is dad still helping you with the diet sheet?   

 J:  Yes  John’s father continues to support John with the diet sheet.   

*John can’t read the diet sheet.  John’s father, who helps 
John with the sheet, is very elderly and has early stage 
dementia.  

 I:  Because if I remember correctly, tell me if I’m wrong John, 
but you struggle to read the diet sheet, is that right?  

 J:  That’s right, yes  

 I:  And dad helps [J: With that, yes] but it is going okay?  

 J:  Going okay  

 I:  Has the nurse asked you John, just one more about the 
nurse, has the nurse asked you if you can read and understand 
that diet sheet?  

The nurse is unaware that John is unable to read the sheet 
and requires his father’s support to read and make sense of 
it 
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  J:  She does yes (.) no she didn’t   

 I:  Okay   

 J:  No she didn’t   

 I:  So the nurse doesn’t know that dad’s helping you with it   

 J:  No she doesn’t   

 I:  Have you ever been John given any kind of easy read 
literature on blood pressure? 

 

 J:  I haven’t.  Do you think they should do that should they?  John has never been given any easy read literature/material 
on BP.  *John was given an easy read info booklet on BP at 
the end of the interview  

 I:  Well, I’ve got some with me, so I can give you some at the 
end. Okay?  

 

 J: Okay, yes.    

  I:  I’ve got some with me so you can have that when we’ve 
finished.  So, yeah, the next question, try not to spill my tea 
[Both laugh] [J:  When I do that my legs go to sleep] I know!  I 
thought I was going to knock my tea then, is the picture you 
liked last time.  You can keep this picture [Shows picture]   
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  J:  Oh I like that!   

  I: I know because you liked it last time didn’t you?   

  J:  I like it this time   

  I:  You can have it.  You can keep it.  It’s about healthy living and 
and diet  

 

  J: Do you want to know what I had for breakfast?    

  I:  Go on tell me  

  J:  None of this though   

  I: Okay [Laughs] What did you have for breakfast?   

 Actions taken by 
oneself and 
perceptions  

J:  Porridge  John is eating a healthy breakfast  

 I:  That’s good   

 J: Is that a good diet that porridge?   

 I: That is good yeah, so how’s it going then with the diet?   
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  J:  Doing, doing okay  John feels his diet is going well.   

 I:  Oh well done, John.    

 J:  Lost, lost two more pounds  John continues to lose weight  

 I:  Yeah, that’s brilliant.  So, how do you feel for-?  

 J:  Happy inside  John feels happy for having lost the weight  

 I:  Happy inside. Oh that’s brilliant.  I love that phrase, ‘Happy 
Inside’   

 

 J:  Eat a lot of foods still [I:  Yeah?] I like apples, ban, bananas, 
bananas, are they good for you? [I:  Yeah bananas are good for 
you] broccoli, broccoli good for you? [I: Yep], what’s that? 
[Pointing to part of the picture] That’s a good question, I think 
that’s just a, I think that’s just, I think that’s just the sun coming 
up, I think [J:  I thought it looked a bit like cheese] [Laughs]  
Maybe it is a bit of a cheese, a bit of protein’s good for you, but 
I think it’s just the sun coming up [J:  Any good to you?  Is 
cheese any good to you?] Yeah in in small bits, yeah as long as 
you don’t have too much cheese [J:  I have cheese once a week] 
because it’s protein isn’t it, so yeah  

John is having a healthy diet, with lots of fruit and 
vegetables  

  I:  But it sounds like your diet’s going well, that’s good   
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  J:  Oh oh I made a mistake today.  Cup of tea with one sugar.  
I’m on a diet  

 

  I:  Oh forget that, we’ll just pretend that didn’t happen [laughs]   

  J:  Shouldn’t have sugar in my tea should I?   

  I:  Are you trying not to have sugar in your tea are you?   

  J:  Yes   

  I:  Well nevermind, next cup of tea just don’t put the sugar in   

  J:  Yes, but it don’t taste very nice without the sugar that’s the 
trouble  

 

  I:  What you could do is what I used to do [J:  Sweetners] There 
is sweetners, I used to have three in my tea and I went from 
three sugars to two and a half to two, so I just kept cutting it 
down bit by bit by bit until I got used to having no sugar so 
that’s one way of doing it, so you could go from one teaspoon 
to half a teaspoon and then to none at all.  Try it that way, so 
that might be one way of doing it.  I could write that down for 
you at the end if you like [J: Okay then] So how’s the walking 
going?  

John has been struggling to cut sugar from his tea.   

Ways of reducing sugar in his tea were suggested to John  
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 Actions taken by 
oneself and 
perceptions  

J:  I haven’t done walking lately I haven’t because the weather’s 
been bad.   

John hasn’t’ been able to do much walking of late as the  
weather has been bad.   

 I:  Yeah, it’s not great is it  

 J: I haven’t done any walking lately I haven’t  

 I:  Okay, well that’s fair enough, it’s not exactly been the nicest 
weather for walking  

 J:  I like walking, but not at the moment, so sorry about that  

  I:  Hey, you’re not going to walk in the kind of rain we had 
earlier are you?  

 

  J:  No I’d get soaked, I might get, I might get a chill wouldn’t I?  
Wouldn’t I?  

 

  I:  Yeah it’s not good weather for that kind if exercise is it, so I 
was going to ask-   

 

  J:  Like the rain do you?   

  I:  Not, not to walk in   

  J:  Swimming is it? [Showing picture]   
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  I:  Yeah because last time you were struggling, you want to go 
swimming but if I remember you were struggling to get to the 
pool [J: I did yes] because of the noise [J: the noise] and.  Have 
you had chance at all to talk to the people on the desk at the 
swimming pool? 

 

 Actions taken by 
oneself and 
perceptions  

J:  I did yes In the time between interviews, John has been back to the 
leisure centre and has spoken to the receptionist about 
needing a quiet time to swim.  John now goes swimming 
early in the morning when it’s quiet.  John does this every 
day.   

 I:  What did they say?  

 J: You go, you go early morning  

 I:  Have you managed to get-?   

 J:  I did yes [I: Oh] when it’s nice and quiet  

 I:  And is it nice and quiet?  

 J:  Nice and quiet  

 I:  Brilliant!  And do you go now?  

 J:  Go now yes 

 I:  Oh fantastic!   
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  J:  I was a bit scared at first [I:  Yeah] but I can do it now.  Every 
morning [I: So you go swimming] about 7 o’clock in the morning 
when it’s quiet  

 

 I:  Brilliant.  Oh I am so pleased.  So that’s worked out then.   

  J:  Yes it has.  Thanks to you   

  I:  Oh, I’m really pleased   

  J:  Thank you for your help with that   

  I:  You’re welcome.  I’m just really pleased that you’ve got a 
quiet time now to go.  That’s brilliant.  Well, that answers that 
one then and I’ve got another one.  Is that okay? Are you 
alright?  Do you want a break or are you alright?  

 

  J:  Can I have a break a minute?   

  I: Yep, we can, yep.  Do you want a cup of tea?   

  BREAK   

  I:  Well, we’ve just had a quick break, which was good fun 
wasn’t it?  
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  J:  Good fun wasn’t it  

  I: So, we’ve got this one and I know that you do bite your nails 
because you told me that last time um- 

 

  J:  I shouldn’t bite my nails, I shouldn’t do it   

  I:  I think you said you bite them because you feel anxious   

  J:  I do yes I know [I: Yeah]  John bites his nails when he feels anxious  

  I: So the question is about anxiety John.  I just wanted to know 
how you’ve been feeling since we last met?  

 

 Medication 
treatment for sleep 
disturbance and 
anxiety  

J:  Still get anxious sometimes  John says that his sleep is better, but he still gets anxious 
sometimes  

 I:  So you do get anxious sometimes  

 J:  Yes  

 I:  Yeah, okay.  So, would you say it’s been getting worse, better 
or the same?  

 J:  About the same  

 I: Okay, but sleep’s better?  
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  J:  Sleep’s better   

 I:  When you saw the GP about your sleep did you tell the GP 
about your anxiety as well?  

 J:  I did yes  

  I:  Okay, so about the same, but sleep is getting better.  Alright, 
well we’ll go on to the next health check is that okay?  

 

  J:  That’s what I’m here for   

  I:  Yeah, so, how do you feel about going for another health 
check?  

 

 Going for another 
HC  

J:  A bit nervous  John is feeling a bit nervous/anxious about going for 
another health check as he feels that the GP didn’t check 
everything  

 I:  Is it alright to tell me a bit more about that? 

 J:  Because, because I don’t know what they’re going to say to 
me the second time this year.  They didn’t do the whole, they 
didn’t have the whole process they did last time  

 I:  There were a few checks missing weren’t there?  

 J: Yeah, a few missing  
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  I:  So do you think you   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

John would like to go for another health check to check the 
condition of his general health  

 J:  So what do you reckon this time, what do you think?  

 I:  So is it the fact that there were a few checks missing that is 
making you nervous?  

 J:  Yes, yeah  

 I:  And the fact that you don’t know what’s going to- 

 J:  Happen  

 I:  So do you think you would like to, would you go for another 
health check?  

 J:  I’d go for another health check yes.  I’d like to do it to see 
how it’s getting on.   

 I:  So you want to know how your health’s doing?  

 J:  Yes  

 I:  So do you think, what would help you John to prepare for 
another health check, what would help you do you think?  
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  J:  Tell, tell my father about it.   

 I: So is that, so what kind of support would you like from your 
dad, from your father?  

 

 J: Want more, write things down for me to understand because 
they have jargon which I don’t understand  

 

 I: Okay so you’d like your father to go with you to support you 
with the communication in the room, okay 

John would like his father to attend his next HC 
consultation so as to support him with communications (i.e. 
any specialist language used by the nurse/GP that John 
doesn’t understand) 

 J: Communication   

 I:  So you understand everything [J: Yeah] and would it help if 
your father wrote down some of the checks that you [J: Checks] 
that you want?  

 

 J: Want yes.  You could do that couldn’t you?  John feels that it would be useful to go in to the HC with a 
list of some of the checks that weren’t carried out last time  

 I:  Yeah we did that last time didn’t we, but we could jot them 
down before I leave 

 

 J: Leave yes, be easier then, save my father doing it then [I: 
Okay] good idea I think  
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  I: There’s also I tell you what also might be really good as well 
there’s a LD Wales have got a pack as well, perhaps they could 
um I’m just wondering whether it might be worth X giving them 
a ring because then you could actually go in with the booklet [J: 
Booklet yeah] saying everything that you need to have [J: Need 
to have yeah] so I’ll have a word afterwards about that.  Okay- 

 

 J: Because they left the private bits out didn’t they, that’s the 
problem?  

 

 I: Yeah and you want to go in knowing that everything’s going 
to be done don’t you  

 

 J:  Being done.   The private bits, is that important?   

 I:  Yeah.  And you wanted to, it was the testicular check didn’t 
you?  

 

 J:  Is that important that?   

 I: I think it’s important to check so I will, I’ll have a word with X 
afterwards [J: Brilliant] and see if we can help you out a bit 
there.  Has the surgery been in touch with you about going for 
another health check yet? 

 

 J: Not yet?   
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  I:  Well it was beginning of November [J:  November weren’t it?] 
so, so they might get in touch with you in the next few weeks [J:  
Next few weeks] If you don’t hear anything [J: Yes] do you, what 
might-  

John’s HC will be due soon.  John will phone up to remind 
the surgery about his next HC if he doesn’t hear anything 
within the next few weeks  

 J:  I’ll phone up, I’ll phone up the GP to remind them  

 I:  Is that what you’re going to do is it?  

 J:  Yes  

  I:  Okay  

  J:  Good idea?  

  I:  I think that’s a good idea, yeah to ring them up and say 
when’s my health check due and it sounds like you’re going to 
go with dad as well  

 

  J: It does doesn’t it   

  I: With your father, yeah [J: Yeah].  So at your next health check 
John [J: Yes] is there anything that you would really like to talk 
to the doctor or nurse about?  

 

 Matters of concern   J:  About the blood tests, how the blood’s getting on and my 
diet  

John would like to talk about his BP and how that is being 
managed (e.g. via diet) at his next HC  
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  I:  Do you mean your blood pressure or do you mean a blood 
test?   

 

  J:  Blood pressure   

  I: Okay, alright  

  J: Same thing is it?   

  I: Well they’re different, but you’re wanting to know how your 
blood pressure is, whether it’s high or is it low, is that it? [J: 
High or low yeah] Anything else that you’d like to talk to them 
about? 

 

  J: Check all over that they didn’t do last time  

  I:  Is there anything else John that you’d like to say about your 
health? 

 

  J: Not really because I’m really healthy at the moment   

   I:  That’s good isn’t it?  Or anything about health checks?  

 Eye care for adults 
with an ID 

J:  I haven’t had my eyes test, I haven’t had them done  John hasn’t has his eyes tested  

 I:  Yeah… 
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 J:  I haven’t had them done   

 

 

 

*Suggested that John mention this at his next HC 

 I:  Actually [Looks through papers] I’ve just missed that out.  I’ve 
got a picture of- 

 J:  Haven’t done that really at all  

 I:  Yeah, actually it’s just here [Shows picture] Thank you for 
reminding me.  Yeah, so you haven’t managed to do that yet.  
Not yet.  That’s something that you could bring up at the health 
check  

 J:  I could couldn’t I yeah  

 I:  Yeah and I suggest you do bring that up because you could 
have a free eye test.  So John you haven’t been to the optician 
yet [J: Not yet] just to let you know that it is free for you 
because you’re over sixty aren’t you?  

 J:  Sixty-one this year, sixty-one in Oct, sixty-one this year  

 I:  Yeah, so sixty and above it’s your eye tests are free so I would 
do just what you’ve done with swimming  

 J:  Do you think I should do that? Have an eye test?  So you 
reckon I should?  What do you think?  
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  I: I think it would be a good idea and you could do just what you 
did with the swimming, you can go and ask for an early 
appointment, you can even get Sunday morning appointments   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some opticians have appointments early on a Sunday 
morning when it is quiet.  I suggest that John might like to 
book an appointment on a Sunday morning.   

 J:  I can can I?  

 I:  Yeah and they’ll do them  

 J:  They’re shut on a Sunday are they? They’re shut on a Sunday 
are they?  

 I:  If you go somewhere like Specsavers or somewhere like that 
[J: Yeah] um they’ll do them on a Sunday morning [J: Yes] and if 
you say to them I have autism  [J: Yes], I have a learning 
disability [J: Yes], I need an early appointment, a quiet 
appointment [J: Yes] they’re normally pretty good at doing a 
nice, quiet appointment, at getting you in and out without the 
crowds and the noise and you might need father’s support a 
little bit but but what you could do as well is mention it at the 
health check that you haven’t been to an optician  

 J: I think that’s important I reckon, an eye test 

  I:  Yes, it’s important to have your eyes checked, so yeah glad 
you brought that up.  Okay, um, last question, is there anything 
that you’d like to say John about your time um in this research, 
taking part in this research?  Is there anything about that you’d 
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like to say in terms of meeting me and having these three 
interviews and doing this research?  

  J:  I I can I say about this interview, I find it useful to come in for 
the interviews. I find it useful.  I learn a lot more since I never 
knew before.   

John has found participating in the research useful.  He 
feels that he has learned a lot.   

 

 

Is John meaning researchers here?  Says he feels more 
relaxed now. 

 I:  Alright.  Could you tell me a bit more about that?  Is that 
okay?  

 J:  The interview, I didn’t know anything about this when I 
come.  I was really nervous to meet people like you to begin 
with.  Didn’t know what to expect and learning more and now 
I’m more relaxed 

 I:  That’s good, so- 

 J:  It’s helped me for the future 

  I:  It’s helped you for the future.  That’s fantastic.  Okay, well 
anything else you’d like to say?  

 

  J:  Thanks for coming, for the interview, thanks for your time  • During debriefing, when presenting John with his 
voucher, I did make it clear to thank John for his 
time  
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  I:  Thank you very much.  It’s been an absolute pleasure.  I’ve 
really enjoyed it.  So are you happy to end it there?   

 

  J:  Yes end it there.  Thanks for your help and all the best for the 
future  

 

  I:  Thank you very much   

  END OF INTERVIEW   

 

 

Initial themes:  

 

Medical treatment for sleeplessness and anxiety  

Loss  

Difference in manner of interaction between GPs 

Thoughts and feelings about present health status  

Ongoing monitoring of BP 

Actions taken by oneself and perceptions  

The need for clear communication  

Diet tools and their accessibility 

Eye care for adults with an ID  
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Going for another health check  

Matters of concern  

 

Main themes  Sub-Themes   

Bereavement and the emotional life of people with a LD  
Medical treatment for sleeplessness and anxiety  
John says that he went to see his GP about his poor 
sleep/anxiety/restlessness.  The GP gave John some medication to help 
with the sleeplessness/anxiety.  John says that the medication has been 
helping.  
Loss  
John’s mother passed away two years ago.  John also spoke to the GP 
about the loss of his mother and how her death has affected him.  John 
found the GP to be understanding.   

 

 
Medical treatment for sleeplessness and anxiety  
J: I went to the doctor’s to make me relax …He said give me some sleeping 
tablets to make me relax pp 1-2 
,,, 
I: How have the tablets been? 
J: Been good, make me more relaxed pp 4-5 
Loss  
I: Did you tell the GP anything about um because when we spoke about 
you not being able to sleep you said that you thought that there might be 
some reasons as to why- 
J:  Like, like that thing about my mum and all that (.) when she died 
I:  Did you tell the GP that? 
J:  I did [I: okay] and he understood p 3 
Difference in manner of interaction between GPs 
J:  Yes he was good, the first one I had wasn’t much good at all [I: Okay] 
didn’t have no help at all from the first GP   p 4  
… 
J:  He had more time to help, he had more time for disabled people [I: 
Okay] the first one had no time for me, the first one… 
… 
J:  He said he’d make me more relaxed [I: okay] and talked to me as well 
like a like a disabled person not like a baby 
I:  So you think he talked to you as a um… 
J:  As an individual yes p 4 
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Managing blood pressure  
Thoughts and feelings about present health status  
John’s BP is a bit high at present.  John attributes this to it being the second 
anniversary of his mother’s death 
Ongoing monitoring of BP 
John’s blood pressure is regularly monitored by the practice nurse.  John 
saw the nurse in September and was told to come back in a couple of 
months’ time for another review.   
Actions taken by oneself and perceptions  
John has lost more weight in the time between interviews.  John has been 
continuing with his walking; however, the bad weather is now making it 
more difficult to walk.  John continues to eat healthy food and now goes 
swimming every morning when it’s quiet.  John is happy with the weight 
that he has lost.   
The need for clear communication  
John struggles to understand some of the more specialist terminology used 
by the nurse.  John says that he wouldn’t feel comfortable or have the 
confidence to tell the nurse that that he is struggling to understand what 
she is saying. 
Diet tools and their accessibility  
John can’t read the diet sheet.  John’s father, who helps John with the 
sheet, is very elderly and has early stage dementia.  The nurse is unaware 
that John is unable to read the sheet and requires his father’s support to 
read and make sense of it.   
John has never been given any easy read literature/material on BP.  *John 
was given an easy read info booklet on BP at the end of the interview 

 
Thoughts and feelings about present health status  
J:  It’s a bit, it’s a bit high at the moment [I:  Okay] because my mum’s been 
gone two years, two years last weekend. Mum died two years.   P 6 
Ongoing monitoring of BP 
J:  She said, she said come back in a couple of months’ time again to do the 
bloods again p 10  
Actions taken by oneself and perceptions  
J:  I’ve lost more weight p 8 
… 
J:  Lost, lost two more pounds 
:  Yeah, that’s brilliant.  So, how do you feel for-? 
J:  Happy inside p 17 
… 
J:  I have [Inaudible] and a lot of salads like I said p 9 
J:  I’m keeping to my diet p 14 
J:  Eat a lot of foods still [I:  Yeah?] I like apples, ban, bananas, bananas, are 
they good for you? [I:  Yeah bananas are good for you] broccoli, broccoli 
good for you? [I: Yep] p 17 
J: Do you want to know what I had for breakfast?.Porridge p 16  
… 
J:  I haven’t done walking lately I haven’t because the weather’s been 
bad…,I like walking, but not at the moment,  P 19 
… 
J:  I was a bit scared at first [I:  Yeah] but I can do it now.  Every morning [I: 
So you go swimming] about 7 o’clock in the morning when it’s quiet p 21 
The need for clear communication  
J:  Some of it bit too bigger words, don’t understand…jargon they call it p 
11 
… 
I:  Do you feel comfortable enough John to say to the nurse that you don’t 
understand? 
J:  I don’t, no.  I should do should I? 
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I:  Would you feel comfortable doing that John that’s the question? 
J:  I’d need more confidence for that, need more confidence pp 11-12 
Diet tools and their accessibility 
I: Is dad still helping you with the diet sheet? 
J:  Yes p 14 
… 
I: Has the nurse asked you if you can read and understand that diet sheet? 
J:  She does yes (.) no she didn’t 
I: Okay 
J:  No she didn’t  pp 14-15 
… 
I:  Have you ever been John given any kind of easy read literature on blood 
pressure? 
J:  I haven’t p 15  

Going for another health check  
Going for another health check  
John would like to go for another health check to check the condition of his 
general health.  However, he is feeling a bit nervous/anxious about going 
for another health check as he feels that the GP didn’t check everything at 
his previous health check consultation.   
John would like his father to attend his next HC consultation so as to 
support him with communications (i.e. any specialist language used by the 
nurse/GP that John doesn’t understand).  John feels that it would be useful 
to go in to the HC with a list of some of the checks that weren’t carried out 
last time. 
John’s health check will be due soon.  John will phone up to remind the 
surgery about his next HC if he doesn’t hear anything within the next few 
weeks. 
 
Matters of concern  
John would like to talk about his BP and how that is being managed (e.g. 
via diet) at his next HC 

 
Going for another health check  
J:  I’d go for another health check yes.  I’d like to do it to see how it’s 
getting on.   
I:  So you want to know how your health’s doing? 
J: Yes p 24 
… 
I:  Yeah, so, how do you feel about going for another health check? 
J:  A bit nervous 
I:  Is it alright to tell me a bit more about that? 
J:  Because, because I don’t know what they’re going to say to me the 
second time this year.  They didn’t do the whole, they didn’t have the 
whole process they did last time p 23 
… 
I: So what kind of support would you like from your dad, from your father? 
J: Want more, write things down for me to understand because they have 
jargon which I don’t understand p 25 
… 
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I:  So you understand everything [J: Yeah] and would it help if your father 
wrote down some of the checks that you [J: Checks] that you want? 
J: Want yes.   P 25 
… 
J:  I’ll phone up, I’ll phone up the GP to remind them p 27 
Matters of concern  
I: Is there anything that you would really like to talk to the doctor or nurse 
about? 
J:  About the blood tests, how the blood’s getting on and my diet 
I:  Do you mean your blood pressure or do you mean a blood test?   
J:  Blood pressure pp 27-28 

Barriers to accessing eye care services  
John is yet to visit the optician.   *I repeated what I had told John at the last 
interview  

 
J:  I haven’t had my eyes test, I haven’t had them done p 29  
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Appendix O: Field work diary notes (Sample) 
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Appendix P:  Ethical Approval (University of South Wales) 
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Appendix Q:  Ethical Approval (REC 7)/Permissions 
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Appendix R:  Advisory Group Questions 

 

 

Advisory group question sheet 
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Question sheet  

 

 

1.  Does this make sense? 

 

2.  Are there any difficult words? 

 

3.  Do the pictures help or not help? 

 

4.  Can you read the writing? 

 

5.  Is there too much on the paper? 

 

Anything else? 

 

Thank you!   
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Appendix S:  Risks Chart  

 

Identified risks and planning for risks  

Graded 1-5 (1-low risk, 5-high risk)  

Identified Risk Potential impact/outcome Action 

 

Acquiescing to 

participation 

 

Risk rating:  2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk of causing 

psychological distress/harm 

to person  

 

 

All the relevant information 

was available for the person 

to make a decision. 

 

Participants were free to ask 

questions. 

 

All relevant information was 

provided in an appropriate 

written or pictorial form. 

 

Potential participants were 

given ample time to digest the 

information; the information 

was delivered in stages and/or 

repeated where appropriate.     

 

To help increase capacity, the 

researcher checked in with 

those who knew the 
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individual best, and who 

could best advise on the 

individual’s level of 

understanding and/or 

communication needs. 

 

Those who supported and/or 

cared for potential 

participants were encouraged 

to go through the information 

booklet with those 

participants who would 

benefit from having the 

information explained and/or 

read to them.   

 

The researcher was sensitive 

to signs that indicated a 

willingness to consent, for 

example, a high level of 

verbal/non-verbal 

engagement (demonstrated 

via eye contact, body 

language and positive non-

verbal responses such as 
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nodding).   Conversely, the 

researcher was also alert to 

behaviours that may indicate 

that an individual did not 

want to participate, such as 

showing little 

interest/enthusiasm, seeming 

non-communicative and/or 

anxious.   

 

The researcher ensured that at 

both a social and 

environmental level the 

consent process was as 

conducive as it could be to 

decision-making, such as 

ensuring that the person felt 

comfortable in the setting in 

which they were being asked 

to make their decision, and 

that the roles and 

responsibilities of supporters 

were clearly explained and 

understood (addressing 

power relations)  
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Where competence to 

consent was in doubt, the 

researcher followed CURB 

procedures, for example, by 

asking the person what they 

thought the study was about. 

 

The researcher acted in 

accordance with the legal 

requirements of the Mental 

Capacity Act (2005) for those 

potential participants who 

lacked capacity.  For 

example, by following 

procedures for seeking a 

consultee.   

 

Consent was an ongoing 

process, with the researcher 

checking in with the 

participant before each 

interview, and during the 

interview itself, should they 
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show signs of distress, fatigue 

or confusion.   

 

Potential for distress 

and/or discomfort which 

might be experienced by 

the research participant 

during the interview 

Risk rating: 2 

 

In order to explore people’s 

experiences in a meaningful 

way it was necessary to carry 

out interviews.   

 

However, the researcher fully 

appreciated that while talking 

about one’s health and 

healthcare may have been 

helpful for some participants, 

others may have found 

talking about their health or 

certain health issues upsetting 

and/or embarrassing.  Health 

can be a sensitive issue.   

 

The physical and 

psychological well-being of 

participants was the 

researcher’s number one 

priority during interviews.  

Rich and more credible 

The researcher tried to be 

aware of how their 

communication style and 

interview schedule could 

affect participants’ responses.  

While careful consideration 

had been given to the 

formation of the schedule, the 

researcher was mindful of its 

delivery and was willing to be 

flexible to ensure maximum 

inclusion for those whose 

language skills were less 

fluent.  

 

Meeting with participants 

prior to the interview helped 

to establish rapport, as well as 

gauge the participants’ 

language skills and level of 

understanding. 
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responses were more likely if 

participants felt safe and 

comfortable, and attempts 

had been made to 

accommodate expressive 

language difficulties, as well 

as difficulties with 

understanding.  The Mental 

Capacity Act Code of 

Practice 2007 specifically 

mentions the importance of  

considering risk when 

planning to conduct 

interviews: 

‘Any risk to people involved 

in this category of research 

must be ‘negligible’ 

(minimal). This means that a 

person should suffer no 

harm or distress by taking 

part.  Researchers must 

consider risks 

to psychological well-being 

as well as physical well-

being. This is particularly 

There was flexibility with the 

schedule itself, with the 

researcher willing to change 

the ordering of the questions 

or go off schedule altogether 

where deemed appropriate. 

 

 

The researcher ensured that 

participants were comfortable 

and that opportunities for 

comfort breaks were given. 

 

If the participant became 

upset the researcher offered 

to stop the interview so that 

they could take a break or 

asked if they would prefer to 

terminate the interview 

altogether.  The researcher 

asked if the person would like 

some additional support, e.g. 

should the researcher fetch a 

manager (stakeholder 

organisation)?   
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relevant for research related 

to observations or 

interviews.’  (Department for 

Constitutional Affairs, 2007, 

11:18, p. 209) 

 

The researcher ensured that 

participants understood that 

they didn’t have to answer a 

question if they didn’t want 

to.    

 

Ample time was given to 

participants to 

respond/answer.   

 

Participants were given 

ample time to ask any 

questions during debriefing. 

This helped to clear up any 

confusion, as well as help 

build rapport and trust. 

 

Where there was a lack of 

capacity and the person had 

difficulty 

communicating/expressing 

their needs, the researcher 

would check in with the 
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supporter that the participant 

was okay.   

 

Participants were signposted 

to organisations which may 

have been able to provide 

additional help, advice, 

guidance and/or support (e.g. 

one of the stakeholders). 

 

Interviews were held at a time 

and place that was convenient 

for the participant, and that 

was quiet and free from 

distractions. 

 

Disclosure of safeguarding 

issues 

 

Risk rating: 2 

Participants/Researcher: 

Stress/anxiety  

Before agreeing to 

participate the participant 

was informed of the limits of 

confidentiality where 

information about them may 

be shared and confidentiality 

breached, for example, for 

reasons of safeguarding, 
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requirements of the law, and 

public protection. 

 

The researcher has an ethical 

and professional duty of care 

to act if they (1) receive 

information about abuse, 

suspected abuse or concerns 

about the care or treatment of 

a vulnerable adult or (2) if 

they have concerns or 

suspicions about possible 

abuse or inappropriate care.   

 

If there are concerns about 

the health, safety, security or 

welfare of the 

participant, or it is deemed 

that someone else may be at 

risk, there has to be provision 

of adequate information and 

discussion with participants 

to advise on reasons as to why 

confidentiality would need to 

be broken.  
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Wherever possible the 

consent of the person 

concerned has to be obtained 

before sharing any 

information about them. 

 

Senior figures in the 

stakeholder organisation 

and/or university supervisory 

team with expertise in LD 

clinical nursing were to be 

contacted should this have 

been the case. Necessary 

guidelines and procedures 

were to be followed, such as 

Protection of Vulnerable 

Adults (POVA). 

 

Participants were to be 

provided with details of local 

services so that participants 

could access help and 

support. 
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Risk of harm to self or to 

others  

Risk rating: 2 

Participant/Researcher  The researcher asked senior 

managers, CLDNs for advice 

on where there may 

potentially be risk.  

Researcher was aware of 

relevant policies and 

procedures. 

 

 

The researcher wasn’t alone 

in any building where an 

interview took place, the 

researcher asked that 

someone be present nearby 

and easy to get hold of.   The 

researcher had their mobile 

phone at hand.  The 

researcher texted/emailed 

their supervisor to say that the 

interview was about to take 

place/had finished.   

 

The mobile phone was not a 

personal one, but one bought 
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and used solely for the 

purpose of the study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working within limits of 

professional competence  

 

Risk rating: 1  

(Health & Social Care, 

NHS Research Scotland, 

Health & Care Research 

Wales & NHS Health 

Research Authority, 2017, 

principle 2, p. 11): 

‘All the people involved in 

managing and conducting a 

The researcher was aware 

that caution needed to be 

exercised if a participant 

asked for advice about health 

issues.  

 

The researcher was aware 

that they were not a health 

professional and that they 

needed to work within the 

limits of their professional 

competence at all times.   

If a participant directly asked 

the researcher for health 

advice the researcher 

suggested that they see their 

GP. 

 

If, in other circumstances, the 

researcher perceived that 

there might be a physical or 

psychological problem of 

which the participant 

appeared to be unaware (e.g. 

if participant were to say that 
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research project are 

qualified by education, 

training and experience, or 

otherwise competent under 

the supervision of a 

suitably qualified person, to 

perform their tasks.’ 

they had been having chest 

pains) the researcher 

suggested that they get 

themselves checked out by 

the GP.   

 

Advice could be sought from 

the researcher’s primary 

supervisor who has a health 

professional background and 

years of experience.   

 

The researcher had already 

established good working 

relations with others who 

were health professionals, for 

example, community LD 

nurses and had sought their 

advice where appropriate.  

This contact was expected to 

be ongoing throughout the 

study. 
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Ethical issues relevant to the longitudinal nature of the study’s design.  

 

Researcher burnout 

 

Risk rating: 1  

Researcher distress (for 

example, reliving or mulling 

over an upsetting interview 

and/or stressful events that 

participants had narrated 

could have had a negative 

impact on researcher 

emotional well-being). 

 

Involvement over time 

creates a bond between 

researcher and participant.  

Stories are shared, intimate 

thoughts and feelings 

disclosed, some which may 

have never been shared with 

anyone else.  

 

The researcher is the autistic 

mother of a teenage son with 

a LD, autism, and epilepsy.   

She was well aware that the 

stories of people with LD and 

those of their families may 

The researcher had regular 

debriefing sessions with their 

supervisor, so that they could 

talk through any feelings and 

concerns.   

 

The researcher kept a 

reflective journal and used 

this to express thoughts, 

feelings and concerns.   

 

The researcher tried to be 

alert to any 

emotions/thoughts that had 

arisen during the 

interview/research process. 

 

Accepting that she was 

human enabled the researcher 

to be more honest and open 

about her internal thoughts 

and feelings, so that she was 

better able to manage them. 
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sometimes resonate with her 

own, and there was always 

the risk of becoming over-

involved.   

 

Leaving the field  

 

Risk rating: 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participant and researcher 

(psychological harm) 

 

Closure of relationships may 

be difficult due to 

involvement over time, and 

the fact that people with LD 

often lack a social network, 

and can experience many 

losses over their lifetime, 

such as the loss of many 

support 

workers/carers/supporters.  

 

The researcher could easily 

have been misconstrued as 

friend, and/or one of many 

who had entered and then left 

the person’s life  

 

Boundaries needed to be clear 

and maintained.  For 

example, how many times the 

person met with the 

researcher and for how long, 

and what the rules were for 

the period of time between 

interviews (no meeting up 

socially, person can ring if 

they have any questions or 

concerns about research).   

 

 

Participants were reminded at 

the second interview that the 

next interview would be their 

last. 

 

At the last interview, 

participants were reminded 
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that this was their last 

interview.  The participants 

were thanked for their 

contribution and given a gift 

voucher as a token of 

appreciation.  This gift also 

helped mark the end of the 

study. 
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Appendix T:  Examples of Research Impact  

 

Research Impact  

During the course of the research project, the following activities were viewed as enabling or 

potentially enabling impact to happen.   

Impact area:  Health  

Knowledge 

exchange/engagement 

or impact activity 

Description of knowledge exchange/engagement or 

impact activity undertaken that may enable impact  

to happen  

 

Policy influence and change  

Primary health care 

sub-group meetings  

Attended meetings and twice presented early research 

findings, with a Q and A session at the end.   The primary 

care sub-group gained an evidence-based 

understanding of a key area over which they have policy 

control.   

Welsh 

Government/Public 

Health Wales  

Ongoing contact with Public Health Wales, either by 

telephone or via face-to-face meetings with Sue Beacock 

(Nursing Officer, Welsh Government), Sharon Williams 

(Public Health Wales) and Paula Philipps (Public Health 

Wales).  Included discussion of research findings, which 

enabled those at Welsh Government/Public Health Wales 

to gain an evidence-based understanding of a key area 

over which they have policy control.   
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New Primary Care 

Resources Training 

Pack  

Met with LD Wales to discuss the new GP AHC Training 

Pack.  This was followed by a workshop with people with 

LD at Carmarthenshire People First, and then a meeting 

with Paula Philipps, Improvement Cymru, Public Health 

Wales.  Clinical practice was informed by research 

findings and recommendations, for example, the inclusion 

of a section in the pack asking whether the person gets 

scared or worried about anything when they visit their GP, 

what they get scared or worried about and how they might 

feel less scared or worried when they come for their AHC; 

a section which asks if there have been any big changes in 

the person’s life recently, as well as a reminder to people 

with a LD that if they are unwell in between their AHC that 

it is important that they go and see their GP.  Findings from 

the research also highlighted the importance of certain 

checks such as sensory checks/ checking whether the 

patient is registered with a dentist, as well as the flu 

vaccination, cancer screening and the need for reasonable 

adjustments.   

Health Check 

Champions  

The interview schedule is being used by LD health check 

champions to interview other people with a LD about their 

AHC.  The lead for this work is Laura Andrews, 

professional lead for LD nursing (Hywel Dda). 

The AHC and Covid-19 Worked with Paula Hopes, LD nursing consultant, 

Swansea Bay University HB, on a piece of work regarding 
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how AHCs might operate under Covid-19.  Research 

findings and recommendations contributed to an evidence-

based understanding for the project.  The report was sent to 

Hazel Powell, the Nursing Officer for Mental Health and 

Learning disability. 

The new Paul 

Ridd/Mencap Cymru 

Family/Carer Packs  

Findings from an interview with a parent regarding the 

need to educate and empower families in relation to the 

health rights/needs of people with a LD prompted 

discussions with the Paul Ridd Foundation about producing 

some kind of toolkit for families/carers.   The researcher 

has been working with the Paul Ridd Foundation and 

Mencap Cymru to bring this to effect. 

 

LD organisations Throughout the research process, meetings with the Chief 

Ex of All Wales People First, LD Wales and Mencap 

Cymru to discuss research findings and recommendations. 

 

Education/Training  

Health Champions AHC research findings used as part of the Paul Ridd 

training for health champions  

Families/Carers Presentation to families/carers (which included early 

research findings) on behalf of All Wales Forum of Parents 

and Carers to inform about entitlement to the AHC.   
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Education (LD Nurses) Twice delivered a lecture to LD YR 2 nurses at the 

University of South Wales on the AHC, which included 

information about the research and its findings.   

 

Conferences (presentations/displayed posters):   

Date  Name of conference   Format 

25-26 Oct 2017 LD Wales Annual 

Conference (Love your 

Health:  Because 

Everyone’s Health 

Matters), Newport, Wales 

Presentation  

8 June 2018  Postgraduate Researchers’ 

Event, University of South 

Wales. 

Presentation 

26 Nov 2018  PRIME Centre Wales 

Annual Conference, 

University of South Wales. 

Presentation  

4 July 2019   Faculty Conference 

‘Making an Impact’, 

University of South Wales. 

Poster  

6-9 August 2019  The World Congress of the 

International Association 

for the Scientific Study of 

Intellectual and 

Presentations x 2 

 

Presentation One:   
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Developmental Disabilities, 

Glasgow. 

Health Checks and After Health 

Checks Study.  Annual health 

checks for people with learning 

disabilities:  An exploration of 

experiences, follow-up and self-

management of health conditions. 

 

Presentation Two:   

 

How can critical reflexivity of the 

research process enable researchers 

to make better use of qualitative 

interview methods with people who 

have an intellectual disability? 

 

 

Other: 

The Easy Read General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) information sheet designed for 

potential participants was the first to have been sent to the Research Ethics Committee (REC) 

after the GDPR came into effect in May 2018.   The GDPR Easy Read information sheet was 

used by the REC as a template for other researchers.  It was also used as a template for 

researchers at Kingston University and St George’s University of London joint Faculty of 

Health, Social Care and Education.   
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